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The Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian - English Contrastive Pr Ojekt is an international
venture involving the cooperation of Yugoslav and American scholars. Its
primkry aim la to facilitate the teaching of English as the second language
to speakers of Serbo - Croatian. The results should also have relevance for
the teaching of Serbo-Croatian to English speakers. It la ftirtiter hoped that
these results will afford new insight into the linguistic structures of the two
languages and will constitute a contribution to contrastive linguistic e.

The Project is directed by Rudolf Filipovid, Professor of English and Director
of the Institute of Linguistics of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Za-
greb, Yugoslavia, and coordinated by the Center for Applied Linguistics,
Washington, D. C. , U.S. A. , represented by William Reinter , Director of
the Center' s Foreign Language Program.

The Project la. supported jointly by the governments of Yugoslavia and the
United States, and by the Ford Foundation.

The results of the Project research are presented in three eeriest
A. Reports: B. Studies: C. Pedagogical Materials.
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William Neraser - Vladimir Nix. (Washmetan - Zagreb)
,

RESEA.:CH GUIDE FOR PROJECT WORKERS

( i ) Morphology dr. Syntax

The following document is attendee} to serve as a guide for researchers of
the Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian - English Contrastive Study Project. It will
deal with (a) the principle. behind the selection of topics for study, and (b)
analytic procedures.

Attention in into document will be focused on matters of grammar (morpho-
logy and syntax), subsequent parts will be devoted to phonology and Lexie.

In essence, a contrastive analysis is an attempt to (a) predict and (b) eluci-
date the reactions of learners in a given contact oituation. It is based on the
notion that prior learning - here the learner's knowledge of Ls (the source
language, the primary language of the learner) - will affect subsequere
learning - here his i.Nuisition of LT (the target language, the language being
learned). The effect will be to facilitate such learning where structures of
Ls and LT coincide formally and semantically (positive transfer), and to
inhibit such learning where they differ (negative transfer).

Contrastive analysts is therefore interested in establishing those- correspon-
dences between LT and Ls which will be mad. by the learner. Thus it dd-

.
fers from comparative destrietion, which alms at establishing typological
equivalences, and from translation, which aims at semantic equivalences.

The analysis logically begins with the target language structures (categories,
word classes, constructions) which are presented in terms of a given model,
of description to obtasi topi,..a for contrasting. An identical model is assumed
for the source language. The implication here is that only languages with a
certain amount of structural similarity can be usefully contrasted. Moreover,
since we shall necessarily be dealing with subsystems rather than whole
systems, it is important to realise - as will be shown below - that only
those areas of such language. are amenable to contrastive analysis which
display rather clearly visible similarities.
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Relationships between the structures in any two language. can be of the
following types:

LT LS

1. 0 0
2. 0 X

3. X 0
4. X X
5, K X'

(Here K indicstes the presence of s structure, 0 its absence, and X' the
presence of a structure with partist formal-semantic similarities.)

The first of these is s limiting case where the given structure occurs in
neith2r language.

The second is the case where a structure occurs in the source language but
not in the target language. The implications for learning, and hence the in-
terest for contrastive analysts, sre relatively minor. An exsmple of such
a structure would be the & -e'o- Croatian verbal aspect. where Serbo-Croatian
is Ls and English is LT. if the selection of topics for analyst& is made on the
bas's of English (as it should be made if the needs of Serbo-Croatian lesrners
of English sre to be met). the verbal aspect will never be chosen, since it
tioes not occur systeinattcally in that language. To choose it solely because
it exists ut Serbo-Croatian would mess maltcrt A whole aeries of statements
completely devoid of any contrastive significance - ih the sense in which con-
trastive analysis is envisaged th'ru. le ;r it would mean establishing cor-
r,spondences other than those that the learner is likely to ertainsh Mniself
waced with the task of revAeripg tire :Aspect of ' Serbo-Croatian verb in
:nolish the' learner moy eipn to Kr61"9. T ", ' , ). NIS means f,f

.-- nestueation. or simplv trterruot the eioe, of sp , .c.1, ?..ut it ...rttaumely
un:14,6 If that he-sallp.r,..)et tif Srt, ,ttiro.t. al feJor, into et- ,7,rtt .r
' hgtage ettlese he alma' ,Ittio. In It d ;i'bl''A. .41 %." ...M t: %-a,t lo, protected-

in the case .if the Serbs -0 ).itt.o-, aspect, Fit:I:1i t .. t ce Pot p)sse4, Ft
a feature. it can, of cent 4%, etnpl.,.. vart,.;,, devices to express aspectual
meanings, but this is still not the same as saying thst it has a system of
rules for expressing the aspect, Languages differ in what they must express.
not in what they can express. And it is whit languages must express that



onstiti.tes the subject of contrastive analysis. it should be added perhaps

:hat Serbo- Croatian learners of English do find sometiiing in the target
:anguege which the regard ass counterpart of their native aspect: it is the
orogrossiye tense. moot they wilt sometimes use instead in the simple tense
.n the mistakeanotion tat they are thus rendering the imperfectivenese of

S%tbo-Croati.i. - lie in :.,rder to hewn:. tiv_h cases, a full-scale
te.r tikattla t. r v.ts i verbal asnect . nee.tt1; it s enough

itart rri greed:41;e to.!'%41, Vt: .spat correspondents

AP kt t: ,ti w their totai differs from
that of tn.; r 4, 4 4 Mk 11 h. rhus, tit examination of the progres-
i.iye tenses Atli oosnt = Serbo-Cr Attar uniierfectiv.. verbs es one of the most
at os areaii.1 c IvreNponilence. Viat, the behavior apt**, verbs will be

analyte,t in Serilo-Croaaac and it will tie tound that their total range of 'syntactic
behavior ektee_is ne,iong: of the English progressive tenees and that the%
are also used t Ytiresi, v. .rstonc.. i %er,%tty. 1..%son. The learner, and the

teacher, . r. is r -.1 igainst making tab... dentiiicAtions between the Serbo-
-Croatian verbal itpect and the Engliali progressi tenses. /

In the third ',Wince. a struituft occurs in LT but net in L.S. Here his know-
ledge of Ls will neither inhibit nor tecilitate the *transition of the structure
:iv the :earner flu is fazed with a problem in total learning. Ths article in
En 1..4 in ...omes very close to furnishing such an example for the Serbo-

CI *Win :earner )i English The learner may have considerable difficulties
in mastering such a structure and may commit many errors, but these will
notlbe caused be the interference of the mother tongue (except that he mej,
drop the LT structure in his speech because it happens to be absent in LOA

A

A similar though less clear-cut example in this group is that of the English
modal verbs, where the absence of s counterpart subsystem in Serbo-

-Croatian is perhaps less obvious.

tee fourth case is that of identical structures in the two languages. This is
probably only attested, if at fill, in the case of closely related dialects, An
examale might by plurality in Croatian and Serbian, or in Standard American
sad British English. It is difficult to envisage this situation ever arising in
actual contraitive analysis,.

The final case is the one in which structures in L. and Ls partially overlap.
turfman:, and semantically. Such cases of partial overlap are the primary
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concsrii of contrastive analysis, Macs it is hers that the *zisting overlap Wads
leetners to mane idmitifications bstweea thi systems which then facilitate or
inhibit laarniag. When the .erlap is merely part lel. the learner will tend to
assume that it is total and 11 distort the Lip structure in an shoal* to secure
...nfortrity with its Ls count.. rpari This situation is cosily illustrated in
k,ngusit andSerbo-Croatian with saaentilfis such as adpctivsa. verbal Moms,
possedatvos, reflexivity. plurality, etc.

TWO possibilities exist in cases of overlap: first. the ter structure may have
a wider range than the corresponding Ls structure; second, the range of the
LT structure may be narrower than that of the corresponding leg structure.

In example of the first typti is the use of the possessive adjectives; In English.
: kat& e. apolit.tt/on extends beyond the ,irnits of th area occupied by

.11 oana. e.oo terparta A.103 covers, aim MI other thing., part of
r:1,o-Crott.tan pea sonal pronouns. the irnplicetion

4-arota4 ilitigh by a natI.e ri,eaker of Serbo-Croatian is that he
:,4 k, o poostaftief, u, 9,!wrfes -ttuttish nortnallx noes then:

a, Use other itrth"..rs, u. Owes where the use of the p06114111

../ .1 .,; 1b dirIt 'tab at the analysis ':ere Mill be troth
lc_

.11 4._ottd pesintlit:.- is exem,A,:.cd by an analysis o: reflexivity in English
are rtp r ex4tia n is the richer of the two languages in

reflexive :. rn in places in which English noes not use them. In
;.4 "pit, tnr atuilybiS A all 3180 'start front English, rr.ttline the 6,:ntaCtiC

alf e.tan reflexives, hint it 4garniat the Sor'10-Croatian reflexives
to r.*.te 'n. ., oyerian. ,,nd list po5.tible areas of interference. The

th lining aPistan tart '1.? Serrro-Cr4Vettan reflexive., are used will
:NIth the ri,sortption titn -Atter structures

,t Eti.s l g. the v,,tt.et

sa.141' mg the cafes tJartisi overia ,h, 1,) 1, itakvtical procedures
1? 7 e*

Pie 411.410st tebans 4:1 the rielwripttNI ..11 1.,T structure.

N61t. :ormal-semant: ,rrsoondeoces in Ls are sought. However, this
.r.rvturr. wni i k:rnb:yutv, ranslatton. ;s net to be equAtd with trans-

-A frs' ;
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latian. since only those correspondences are accepted which are likely
to be established by the learner, or anticipated by the teacher as a former
learner. Such correspondence' are those which "may bit said to occupy,
as nearly ag poseible. the 'same' place In the economy of the TL as the
given SL category occupies in the SL." (Catford). Since English and Serbo-
Croatian are sufficiently related to enable ut. to set up our categories in
terms of a metalanguage common to both, correspondences should first
be 'ought in Ls categoric, of the same rank. After thet, correspondences
of other ranks, possibly even at other levels, ehould be examined.

3. Once the correspondences have been established in L.5, they Ire analyzed
to see how they differ from their LT counterparts. This is contrastive.
or differential, analysis proper.

4. Prediction, for learning are made on the basis of such differential analysis.
Possibly. test" are devised to check on the accuracy of the e predictions,

5. Teaching strategy and materials are planned in the light o: the predictions
and test results.

The following practical hint:: may prove useful in contrastive work:

(1) Break the topic down into smaller units.

(2) Contrast step by step as you go along; do not describe the whole topic in
LT before attempting a differential analysis. When dealing. with adjective.,
for Instance. it i" useful,t0 contrast. say. their attributive time in English
with a comparable use in Serbo-Croatian. rather 'Anan waiting until all
English adjectival positions can he contrasted with all Serbo-Croatian
adjectival positions. Much less is it desirable to offer a description of
English adjective, as a whole followed by a similarly extensive description
of Serbo-Croatian adjectives. Get down to the smallest possible prt of
the subsystem in which the contrast still operates: this is where the
learner will establish correepondences.

(3) Describe only normal (straightforward. neutral) usages in English and
Serbo - Croatian: accept only such tastes:Zee fr m the corpus. Avoid being
bogged down hildioeyncratle or stylistically highly marked usages.
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Lii A7otd excessive original research; use available descriptions of English
and Serbo-Croatian This is important both 'rem the point of view of the
time available for tee Project and from the point of view of the needs of
our teachers and learners who will mostly be confronted with existing
descriptiong. Consult informants and specialists.

izi) Keep in mind the learner - and the main purpose of contrastive analysis.

I0



Rank° Buprski (Beograd)

DIRECTION AND CONTINUITY IN CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

Tha following observations were prompted by a discussion of some of the
reports on work in progress assembled in this volume, held in Zagreb on
19 March 1969 under the chairmanship of Rudolf Filipovid. While no other
participant in that meeting should be assumed to share any of all of the
views tentatively proposed here, some of them may find in what follows
echoes of their own thoughts as expressed and disputed on that stimulating
occasion. These provisional comments are offered in the bent: that they

A may be of some interest to workers on the project, if only as a device for
genersttng disagreement and thus potentially leading to a clearer formulation
of some of the issues involved.

In its ideal or finished form. a contrastive grammar of any two languages
should be of use to speakers of either language attempting to learn the other.
Without going into the theory of contrasttve linguistics, we may note that
empirical considerations and practical need! will usually result in a certain
degree of Overfill emphasis on one of the t) languages. This emphasis has
to do with the problem of directton - that is, the question which of the lan-
guages betng contrasted will be taken as a starting-point, at least in It general
sense. Thus, while it is possible to envisage a strictly r..,1-way contrastive
grammar. in actual practice a predominantly one-way g.tcammar turns out to
be a more reasonable goal to aim for. In other words, a grammar Iargel)
based on language A will be principally designed for speakers of language S.
This does not mean, however. that B will be treated merely as a deviation
L'ont the norm set by A. although an awareness of this risk is no doubt called
for.

When applied to actual contrastive work, these general considerations are
subject to modification and contextualixalion along several dimensions. Three
of these are singled out for comment: (1) idnd and degree.of relatedness of
the two languages, (2) differentiation of structural levels and of systems
e nd subsystims under stucty, and (3) nature and gelerality of the analytical
metslanguap. These three separate but interlocKlng factors, probably along
with several others that should also be taken into account. form a multidi-

.
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mentions' analytical space within' which contrastive work can be meaningfully
carried out in a non-programmatic fashion and with a .minimum of distortion.

Analysis is in large part determined by whether or not the two languages
are related, and, if related, by the 'degree of their relatedness. What is
meant here is primarily genetic relatedness, although typological similarities
and areal affinities may also play a role. Thus contrasting e. g. Russian and
Finnish will pose a set of problems that would hardly arise in r contrastive
investigation of French and Italian. A point to note here is that this is not
to invalidate language-universal approaches to the theory of general linguistics*
it is simply to imply that from the standpoint of practical contrastive analysis
the really useful correspondences must always lie reasonably dose to the
surface, in its practical aspect, contrastive linguistics just cannot afford to
go the way of linguistic typology, which in recent years has transformed itself
from a technique for formalizing the peculiar "feel" of each individual language
to a method of capturing inductive generalizations across languages.

Serbo-Croetlan and English present ar, eteresting case in this context, being
genets: oily but. so speak, at several removes. This fact raises
the legittmate expectation mat a contrastiv? study wtil reveal significant
permit-limbs in at some areas tnd in varying degrees along the scale
of depth and it is instructs e to note now this expectation shows itself, in some
of the teowts. to hove beer empirically ,,00d example is ivir's
atit.t*, on ado, tves, which successfully orinrs out the .area hat is shared
ind pr ane.: to sketch out, .,.gatr.; thif, common background, the points of
eivergo.ce. When this method tura:, ftp a n.spr feature that Is not shared,
such aw cehoiteness ad against $adeftaitenegs in '301 try-Croatian adjectives,-
. sp la! slacriptive statenitnt is a derider:4am from the viewpoint of
it:Amor1 of the lanmage snolein.g U.% trittl ter in . howevar, it is
inneral ..hat In a case Ilk this tn. era ..Ver tvo n Serbo-Croatia
and "aolective ir. Englis overlap at.ittr.,:e: to v ter the
cover not Ati ''as:ji.ciive in Serno-c:roatun ...nutted
in 'tar' s, !Ida Li,rectloto .'ere ifiatter.t. little. ,a1 le- :Ion as to which
language to tackle first mey be ft 40 pure corivenierte. On the other hand,
even on the more general level of special topics a feature of English may
have no obvious counterpart Serbo-Croatian and vice versa, and the papers
by Kalogjera sod Vlatkovid are a case in point. Kalogjera Is wise to title his

12



paper "The Inglisb Modal Verbs'' since the ezietnett in Serbo-Croatian of
a set of modals usefully comparable to thn modelle of Etiglieb has yet to be
demonstrated. Given the topic. analysis here can only proceed in one
direction - from Inglish to Serbo-Croatian. Conversely, while it is clear
that aspect is on any reasonable definition a paramount category in the Serb*.

-Croatan vero. it ii v no rr:4414. .4 cielr that Enql sh verbs show distinctions
.1 asnact. This :iarec., _ .s ...1,,'.1, molted even in Iflatkovle s tentattce

presentsti..n. but it, itt.e Vert11 Asp.... in Englien and Serbo-Cr.ratian to

44metraing of a rr.vnuner ::-.)in 1,.:Z 3rreht p 'hit of view, as it conceals the
'act that in this pi,- 'i Al "it,' iMI : 4rarnmar the direction can only be
truth Serbo - Croatian, i.. English. ralto.n together, these examples show that
the nature of the matertai under contraitive investigation dictates switching
back and forth between the two languages, whereby frequent changes of
direction become imoerstic:1 ,f the needs a: both learner groups are considered,
This empiric.' r-quirernent .1. ,...o ritzt ur , rnfused with the getters' methodo-
logical decision. tr. the case it this particular project. to make the ftnished
product primarily en aid tl speakers of Serbo-C:o4tian learning English: the
two would tell together Iti:. if the aim were to make it c' ittily/ell. so. !n this
extreme elternattite case, of course, pecuitarities of Serbo-Croatian such
ss adjective' or verhal aspect would never come i.i, 'or discussion. and the

question of direction '4 'tad be fully predetermines.

(2) Sumter shifts in perspective arise in connection with the various levels
of structure being studied. The level of phonology will be disregarded in
this remarks, urics none of the reports here brought together deils with
it, but the distinction between the levels of (rummer and lexii must not be
K. sight of. The observations made in the preceding pazsgraph, if true,
hays shown thst.eiithin grammar itself sdaptations of procedure are called
for as one moves from topic to topic, it remains to point out that thv sections
of grammar most obviously bordering on lease a level which sis level

icannot be hilly dealt with within the framework of a tOntrestive grammar
pal siao present specific problems. htseek's paper on gender may serve as
one. illustration, While gender is In both languages a grammatic el cetegorj.,

a the distinctions mode within it are grimmaticelixed in different ways and
in varying degree allowing: In the case ofSerbooCrttatian, for s conside-
rable IIMOttet of virtual lexicelization; cf. Mask' a categories. far more
specific for *bib language. .the correct procedure bore would seem to be to

13j
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Ina ke a per carefully ordered statements an the level of grammar, alerting
from what is sharedand spc ;Wing the dimensions of divergence, and to
follow this up by sketching n the margins of e largely lexical nature. Rules
of greater generality for Et ,lish would in this instance apparently recant-
'fiend working from, that language to Serbo-Croatian. Another example is
the field of derivation. discussed by Bujaa. Now derivation Le by its very
nature an area where grammatical and lexical patterning In languages of
M. type are brought together. and this is as true of Serbo-Croatian as
it Is of English, even if not in exactly the same way. The lexical element
in derivation, being less syltematic, lieu at the root of Dupe's first and
pessimistic conclusion; his second conclusion is made pose 31s by unearthing
certain grammatical patterns of comparative derivation which hold out at
Least a promise of system. Since derivation is a highly general term in the
metatinguage of analysis, and 'Inc: both iang...iges make use of the process
It refers to, it does not matter much here which direction the analysis will
take;

A general conclusion that seems to be warranted at this point is that specific
procedures, including the problem of directiost, should be worked out as they
suggest themselves in the course of work on the individual subsystems ope-
rating on certain structural levels. It appear* to be neither feasible nor de-
sirable to develop in advance a general methodology purporting to be valid
for the 4ontrastive description of global sycitems, i.e. of whole languages,
and to insist on it throughvit. diaregardini differences of level and subsystem.
To say this Is not to advocate chaos but to warn against distortion inevitably
committed In the name of consistency. It is surely no accident that typolo-
gical classification hasiliad to abandon attempts to classify global systems,
whereupon It has contented itself with classifying subsystems; and contrastive
linguistics, it should be remembered, lee isantially a variety of typological
comparison. Flexible criteria DaUSt be allowed to grow out of variable mate-
rial.

(3) Using general labels like "nominal group" 0r ''prepositional phrase" for
formal units (me e.g. the paper by Suzanid and the .first outline by the pre-
sent writer) permits either direction of analysis. It would appear that units
of this kind are used in much the same way in English and Serbo-Croatian.
Functional units, on the other hind, can be expected to show more divergence,

14



and this is brougia out in Suzanie' s rather detailed treatment. Finally, there
is also the irve ,toryt units on the word-class level (in this cue, nouns and
prepositions). Contrastive description is uius threeioid: (al, nouns (or prepo-
sitions) in English and Serbo-Croatian, (b) structure of the nominal group
(or prepoiitional phrase) in the two leaguer's, and 1cl function of the nominal
group (or prepositional phrase) in the two language!, These three aspects
will presumably to dealt wit:, in different places in the grammar, but it is
Important t: notice that the nierarehical ordering of terms in the analytical
metalanguage nag, ti.ins for contrastive study. While few would chal-
lenge the vtea or.at b...th .-inguagts make use of words, groups or phrases.
clauses. and sentences. there may be significant differences of type both in
the inventory end in the structure and function of these units. 'lie more ge-
neral the 'aoeis the mere alike the languages will look - and it is
cr.icia, t' 'frit,: the kind kit balance that is most useful for the special
purposes of contrastive analysis.

The foregoing rer,ar.cs have implications of various kinds. One of these, the
,problem of direction. tuts overt made rather ::xplicit. Of those that have re-
mained somewhat in the background,e at least one shou'AI be brought to the
fare before He .iscontinue our reflections. rite is the continuity, or gra-
thence. that ehould ^haracteeize most stays of work. Contrastive study may
proceed in tonar, 14shion m exceptiona:ly favorable areas, but for the rest
it will of rbicessary to iilow 'or much continuous differentiation along several
interrelated itmensions. In inks way it 'Ntl. be possible to avoid yes-or-no
types of statement prineip... such at- .hat contrastive analysis is at bottom
a search for trIniiiation eqthvalents, or tl.it its only justification is In show-
ing that all LanTuaeee are alike (or different), or that it must always proceed
in the same direction. or that tt roust never use terms (like, say, "adjective")
which aro eroperi:, *:.PabL. only with ref, rence to one language at a time.
it is indeed both legitimate 4nd ne, essary to think about questions such as
these, but making corresponding programmatic statements before the main
work has actually started can to crippling. What we want are more narrowly
eontextualized statements of the more-or-less type, such as that for the
purpose of this particular project contrastive anti :am is essentially a peda-
gogical tool, that it will attempt. in line with this &rose, to formulate ge-
neral rules for the two languages where possible. hilt necessarily settling
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for a less systematic approach. including in places a mere drarch for trans-
lation equivalents, where Ow; languages diverge more widely. that it will
proceed, on the meth000logical revel, in one general direction, but that
reversals may be occasionally dictated by the nature of the material; that
common terms will he used where preliminary analysis shows this to be
;cat:fled by structural and funCtional correspondences (e. g. adjectives), but
a-mded, or applied with great care, where there are significant differences
(e. g. aspect, modals). and so on. In short, if oontrasttve analysis is to
justify its existence it must be made into an towgrated, parttally independent
and highly sopnisticated method of est.ription and comport:ton, rather than
just a new field for the reassertion of arts ut faith bek.ngtng to another era
or a different branch of linguistic study.

' This discuwslva is Used on the paper:: as presented and titled on the occaston
roferrqd t at the sulfa'. i* is otumed, however, ttust any cnangee they may
0-.tvo otdt:gono sine '. .t et:somatically strip ur remarks of such gene-
r.*. tneor"tical and methodoloPic xi interest as may attach to them.

r
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Lji liana -811sokrit (Novi Sad)

ON INVERSION IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATL4N1

k.. The subject of investigation is the occurrence of inversion in statements
in English and Serbo-Croatian. According to most writers on English and
Se,fto-Croanan. statement:. usually have tit, S- P. Inversion t. e. the
wo-i" oaer or p-s-r is coasioered as a deviation from the so called
trrmal word order. !ti thi4 ft-per the term inversion means the word orde'r
P-3 x- o-S-P _ .s it meant to impl% deviation from the nortnal
v. 'tft order either in E.-ftglish Ir Serbt+-Croattan.

0. i. Both In Engiitt an.. ig7 inkersion occurs :t a sentence begins with a sen-
tence elenkert Alter tt.an the subje...::. Hen.ce the contrastive analysts has been non,
maitn.y with r gare to toe 'mite 01 3 nt other sentence element.

0.2, The corpus in k:lic1 Inc analysis is based is iimited. he results
cannot be rept irk! as .ftal. The ar.a.ysts is . once& red only with the linguistic
environment in Alma ow.:r$1,43 ;ccurs. No attempt (except in one ..,ise) was
made to e..ftlmate the re.attte requency of inersior in both languages. The
corpus consists of St. Mawr by D, H. Lawrence and ti inko Bugarsto"s trans-
/anon. palehn je sunce by Dobrtca posit and the translation of Muriel Heppe!!
and ?Allies Mihajl-,vid (Far Away Is the Sun/.

0.3. The analysis was carried out by a bi- directional contrast of inverted
sentences in E with tneir equivalents :ft SC and vtce-versa.

0,4. The contrastive analysis revealel some similarities and differences
in the occurrence n: inlerston in E and SC. Some of these concern only
written E and SC. and 13).loi also oolong to spoken- English and SC.

I, SIMILARITIES. Inversion may occur both to E3 and SC in sentences
beginning with an adverbial modifier.

Aes SC Ad,. - P -

Within these outer lavers of herself lay the successive Inner
sanctuaries of herself. (Lawrence. 1861

Uri/Aar tilt njenth spoljniii slojeva letala sii uzastopna
unutraaln a svettlifita. (1841

17
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Pred kolonom, as pedeeetek korstaja, ilio it kornandant odreda,
visok, pletst eovek u isnolenorn oficirskaii lajoiu. (Code, Pi)

About fifty paces :a front of the column walked the commanding-
officer of the comp.srly,_- a tall, broad-shWred man in s shabby
concerts greatcoat. U1)

Inferences *bout the learner's behaviour. if the learner translates from SC
into E he will probably also use inversion in E. Having been trained previously
to use S-P in statements in E, he may, however, avoid it.

S

.Pedogeocal implications.

The learner' attention must be called to the fact that'such inversion is
characteristic both of E and SC. /
I, t inverition occurs both in E and in SC in sentences beginning with the
nominal ?art of the predicatc. The verb in these sentences is be in E, biti
in Sr,

E nP - be - S SC nP - bits - S

Far -Away is the Sun. (title.
Dalek.- j? SiltkCe.

Mnogo -.lads od toga, u ovome trenutioz, bila e zebn a kako de
to da primi odred, a narodito seljaci is ovog kraja koj su vezani
as njega. idosid. 1221

Much more important, just then, was his anxiety as to how the
company would take it, especially the peaealiraniom the district
who were closely connected with Gvozdon. (138)

Inferences ab^ot the learner' a behaviour. ,

The learner will in all prooability use inversion provided ne begtne the
sentence with the nominal part of the predicate.

Pedasogicai implications.

I he learn Nr to attention should be called to the fact that the Same stylistic.
device is available in SC.

I. C. Et the subject is a noun, an Indefinite pronoun, or e personal pronoun
inversion occurs both in E and SC within or after a quotation (the direct
Is p..ech could be understlod as the object of die verb such as %, ask etc. 4)

18
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"'Hs goes with the horse'", said Lou, (Lawrence. 36)
ides konjem"' redo Ls. (34)

Zalto oink*" stn malo ne mislite na jadan narod''' nestavi
sterac. (Cosi& loS)

WItat ar..: ,; 1.urig it for, my y' Mr" -n't you thine a
-c p., Atli:sued 4*. old man. (1'21)

-: iie verbal ?iedieste is modified
an ad. :r A`

I nee bald Wttt slowly. (1.4%;--. 124i
Take', tak:e' :*1.e g-dja Vit p.)t.I4Athi . i121)

lrarstrA, is p4.44 tt,I4 in h 1th :a.^...tuages it the verbal predicate is followed
Dy Ind inuire<

'Your cars shuulu be getting red," staid Lou to Cartwright,
(Lewr4r:v, 70

"tin hi trebalo la yarn se zacrvene, - Lu Kertrajtu.

Inferences about the learner's behaviour.

In such sentences the learner will toe inversion qui spontaneously: there
will be no leeritiri problem.

1.3. Inversion may occur both in E and SC in relative clauses after the
connective preceded ay a preposition.

E Prep - Rol. Pron. P -S SC Prek - Rel. Pron. - P S

Pored prortog stole prekrivenog novinema, ne k011%* au eta le
dve-trl (hie is vWom i rakitts, sobs se nalszio sirs
rajoitan volniaid !cravat. (CO O, 148)

In addition to an ordinary table covered with newspaper, on
which stood two or three bottles of wine and raki , the room
also containa en army , proper y ma e.

Inferences @bout the learner's behaviour. ,

The isomer will probably use Inversion In English, unless his natural
reaction is inhibited by having previously learned the rule that statements
usually show SP in English,

19
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Pedagogical honileations.

The learner's attention should certainly be called to this similarity.

2. DIFFERENCES. while in E statements cannot begin with verbs, s in SC

this is quits frequent.

E 0 SP P S

Her mother came. (Lowrance, 7)
polls)! Oen* majka. (5)

orWk bad started in the paychic vivisection laboratory.
(LavlTenW713)--

Pete° je rad tt laboratoriji as dullevnu vivisekelju. (42)

Zsvladala Jo panika i strait. (Cosi& 53)
Panic and fear reigned supreme. (53)

Inferences about the learner's behaviour.

It is probable that the learner will tend to produce sentences with P-S, having
not quite accepted the fact that statements in B show S - P, unless they begin
with an element other than the su9ject.

Pedegoidgal implication'.

In the first stages the learner should be given.* number of statements in SC
with the order P - S and should be caked to translate them.

2, I. In English, inversion occurs after the unstressed there. 'There is
nothing amnar in SC.

E there P - S (Adv) SC 0

"Yes, I know were Communists, but there are very few of us,
Comrade Paul. (toad, 79)

Dobro, mi emo komuniati, male nes inm. (75)

There was no love on this ranch. (Lawrence.' 20o)
Ljubavi as tom ssiteu nije bile. (190)

Inference" about the learner's behaviour.
This is clearly a problem for the SC-speaking student.

20
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Pedagogical implications.

Various exercises to overcome the duficulty must be devised. e.g.
The student should be asked to insert a verb and noun into the frame begin-
ning with there.

There... an old man came

a beautiful young girl appeared

or a noun, a verb and an adverbial modifier at the end.

There... a book was on the table

a table was In the. room

a picture was on the wall

2.2. Inversion which wows in sentences beginning with so, neither and nor
is structurally significant since it distinguishes sentences confirming some-
thing which has just been said (So I am. ) from those assigning a previous
statement to somebody else or something else (So am I. etc.). 'the difference
in word order is combined and explaineid by, a difference in stress; so I 'am:
so am I' This difference is best seen in Jespersen' s examples "You must go
to bed now" "So I must, and so must you."7

Inversion in similiar sentences in SC may, but needn't, occur and is not
structurally significant.

E so SC possible, but structurally
neither - Aux S insignificant
nor

"Neither, mother, in my opinion, have - said Lou dryly.
(Lawrence, 209)

"Po mom rrailjenju nisi ni Li4 rnajko" rekia je Lu suvo. (2o6)

"... I shall take a glass of sherry."
"So will mother. (Lawrence, 114)

: . Uiedu da3u Jeri*"
"I jadu, =Jim. (112)

Inferences about the learner' s behaviour.

The leariter will have soma difficulty in accepting inVersion as a special
structural device.

21
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Pedagogical implications.

Attention must be paid ,o sentences beginning in so, neither and nor.
Students should be given a number of statements to which they must respond
by the w. o. S-P, and then* number of statements to which they must re-

spond by using the w. o. P-S; In order to avoid mechanical repeti-
tion, the two word orders should be used alternately, e.g.

John will take his examination in June.
. So he will.

b) So shall L

2.3. If the subject is a noun, inversion occurs in E with verbs with adverbial
particles. The particle is initial and is followed by the verb. According to
..espereen this is a device for emphasizing the subject, e.g.

Oaf-rushed the man and his wife.
With an unstressed pronoun on the other hand:

Out they rushed. 8
There are no verbs with adverbial particles In SC. nor is there this kind of
inversion.

E Adv - V - S SC 0
Up went the fore feet, showing the belly. (Lawrence, So)
Prednje name °don,: u vazduh, rasotlerivajuni trbuh. (18)

Irlercr.ces about the Nervier' a behaviour.
The lack of such verbs and inversion in SC will undoubtedly mike it more
difficult for learners to grasp this English stylistic device.

Pedagogical implications.
Students should be given the following ezercise;
1) give them a verb with an invernial particle and a noun or a pronoun
2) ask them to begin the sentence with the adverbial particle.

2.4.1. Inversion in short sentences within or after a quotidian is poisible
in SC ii the verb in the predicate is followed by the direct object. This uever
occurs in E. If inversion is intended, the direct object must be omitted.

E 0 SC V - D.O. S

22
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"eskaj. telinji preldde ga Peels. (Cosh.
"Walt a mitnits I interrupted Paul. (22)

Ne salami! Ko si tie BEILa Uea jednog koji ()Adjs. (Cosh. 66)
- Stop that noise! Who are you*" Prof asked one of the volunteers.

i68)

Wrt:noes tic' the 64 ter 4 bVii4VIOUI--
The ;earner w II tend. if be traneiatos :ro i1 SC IMO E. to keep both
inversion and the direct object. g. "anterruoree: atm Paul.' or even "him
interrupted Paul." Tit:0'hp ofteo ut "sie classroom.

Pe.leogical
This can be easily corrected if a numoe- of such sentences in SC (V-D.O.
are given to the students to transim.

2.4.2. In short sentences w:tioa: of after a quctation inversion is more frequent
in S.C. if the subje,...1.js a pi onoun. in E. mverstor 'n such sentences is very

rare and sounds archaic. V

E V - Pron. (archaic) SC V - Pron. Urequentl

... That will be three nights from no' '

he whispered. (dosed. 0.
".. To de bin od ove u tredu nod,'
laputao je on. (CO

Inferences about the learner' s.behaviour.
Student* will tend to translate numerous examoles )1 such inversion in SC.
e. g, ocliovori on. Saputao la ar: et.::, with replied he, whispered he. or trans-
late E examples of he said, she asked. with on redo). one mite

Pedagogical implications
The learners' attention shouldoe .alied to this dUt.:TraCe between F.: and SC.
An exercise in translating such sentences an both directions w111 mitigate the

influence of the mother tot: ;_

2.5. While to E there is no inversion in independent clauses after connectivss
those is in tic

E p p P
SC connective

S nP

-,/23
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p-S-P

Wales was still In the sun, but the shadow was spreading.
( Lawrence, 18)

Vela is fog bio u 'emu, all se soaks iirila. (20)

Inferences about the learner's behaviour.
The' learner will not transfer inversion into E: the occurrence of inversion

-
'hers will not be a problem-in learning E.

2.0. In E Inversion does not occur In dependent clauses after connedtivee,
thoUgh it does in SC.

E 0
S

SC connective - P
c

P-S

But after jut excitement of the encounter had passed away, Lou
felt as if arnrir sirpasm iTmy.-m7( Lawrence, U4)
Ali dim jot minulo uxbud_.*Itie iseeveno ovini suerttem, Lu Jet obuzelo
osedanje iliThRin rent mimic,. (112)

Inferences about the learner's behaviour.

The learners will not transfer inversion into E except in the case of inter
rogative dependent clauses.idependent questions, e, g.

Pa da ea mute da kale gclja j bolnica. (dosid, 00)
Then they would torture him to make him say where the hospital

wet (1o5)
The student' tend to use Inversion In dependent questions - probably because
they begin with interrogative words. In the beginning they aknoet invariably
translate untamed such as

Nunn se As fe to
Pitala je brats lade de se vratIti

with
I wonder what is it
She asked her brother when iotifd he be beck.

Pedagogical Implications.

The learners should be given a number of sentences with dependent questions
In SC and asked to translate into E. Another exercise would also be uashil:
the student should be given the direct questions, such as When will you be"
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back' and asked to transfer them into indirect speech (He asked...).

2. 7. Not Mc instances of statement inversion et:hvr in E or SC have been cov-
ered by this study. For instance. the corpus has not given enough example%
of English inversion in sentences beginning with a negative, or a restrictive
adverbial adjunct, or rather he SC equivalents of the examples were not
suitable for contrastive anal; sts. (The subject was not formally expressed
in SC sentences, e. ,s1

Never again, Lcv:se, shall I cross that water. (Lawrence. 175)
vise, Lejzo, nedu predi preko one vode. (175)

For the Jame reason it was not possible to contrast inversion which, in Eng-
lish', occurs in sentences beginning with nor.

The corpus has noryielded enough English examples for the contrastive
anaiyais o' inversion in sentences beginning with a negative object as welt
as inversion which occurs ie sentences beginning with ,the direct and indirect
object in SC (e. g. To isto udinile Uda i Gvozden ((:osid. 24) and

Njemu de suditt vojni sud (Colic, 1251 I.

NOTES

This paper is based on the results of my master's thesis A CONTRASTIVE
ANALYSIS OF WORD ORDER IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN (IN-
VERSION). done under the guidance of Dr. Ljubomir Mihailovid.
I have adopted this notation from Zandvoort (196o, p.236); Sasubjk :t,
P predicate end p one part of the predicate. I have also used the
formula c S - nP, where -c, a copula and nP a nominal part of the predicate.

3. According to Zandvoort (196o, p.230) such inversion occurs chiefly in
emphatic or emotional style.

4. Cf.' Jespersen.(1958, p.69), Pouterna (1928, p. 4o2) and Fowler (1954, p.
292).

5, Except in conditional clauses from which if is omitted, e.g. Had I been
there, I would have helped you.

6. Many earlier grammarians considered "there" to be a kind of subject.
Jesperson refers to it as "empty there" (1957, p.lo7): Paul Roberts calls
it a structure word (1956, p.192). "Unstressed there" is the term used by
Zandvoort (198o, pb 237).

7. Jespereett, 1958, pp. 63-64.
8. Jespersen, 1057, p.lol.

2;)
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Radio Sugars ld (Beograd)

PRkPOSTTIONAL PHRASES IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN

"his topic Is to be treated as a seciieri the sntristtve syntax of the'twe
o iscipses.s, sac tned donit.paishe4 from the eparate though relatei ciuttrati.e

41.11C ie.iir, Or oroc ib.tionF apt the wer.1- as kVei. rhc preleni orV.0 Litiosp;

oath the structe: 3rtel tt r :uricuutt ,..reposittona. Arases.

A orep4sttionai )V4 ..eiined pi A tanytionaily signit..-ant colligation
'PrepCillttICAI and a nominal expresston operating is head of the phrase, untre

the head esualiy :igloos the preposition m English and apparently always m
Serbo-Croatian. The nominal erroamon ter:A(.4'11y consists of a noun or pro-
noun, but it ma, also be a thffreei snob as tviptetive, participle,
phrase, )r c,ai.se the exponent of uus position may be modified and extended

varioutikuais the preposition itself, or the pr, iettional phrase as a whole,
may also be modified.

internal coheston. or ir.timscy of the link between the preposition and its head,,
eeries along a ..ontinuum, as does also the degrt. attachment of the phrase
as s uribyq the unit it is attached to ut larger structures.

In structu ai terms. s prepositiettal phrase may be attached to various men-
lence elem nts la verb:, a erb-complement complex, a noun} or to whole sen-
tenets. it m y itself .:onstitute a sentence, as in response utterances.

In functional terms, a prepciiiional phrase may constitute the nominal part
-4 the predicate after Among verbs, operate as a kind of object or othe?cora-
Pitundnt, act as an scikerbial modifier of different sentenc)e elements or of
whets sentences, and, more marginally, perform other functions.

Although descriptive data ars signally lacking, it applare that all of the above
Ls in large measure shared by the two languages. Among the differential
features to be rioted are, for English,post-poettIon and overlap with verb-

.pdverb combinations, and forSerbo-Crostlan, relationship to the case system
and eariaia .tress- phen'mena.
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Zeijko Dajns (Zagreb).

BRIEF OUTLINE OF PLANNED WORK ON DERIVATION

Part One: Survey of Standard Grammatical Statements '

We Mart from any brief survey of standard gramnatical.stataments aboM
derivation in Serbo-Croat (henceforth: SC), say from Gramatihaltratakoga
iii anskoaleallts by Brabac, Ifraste A tivkaid (hacefortht 8H1),

However, it soon becomes avident that some statist:bate in this graxamir will
have to be "de-historicimr. For instance, ERZ describes the bulk of suffix
formation under Derivation, and assignsprefixal formation to Composition
(probably because of imgrestar semantic independance -- historically viewed).
In our analysis we will, however, treat all suffixal and prefixal formations
together, within the topic Derivation.

Classification of basic, standard-grammar derivation
patternmin Serbo-Croatian

A. Nominal derivation

1. Prefixal (ne-prijatelj, na-pretak)
2. Suffixal (kart-s1)

B. Adjectival derivation
1. Prefixpi
2. Suffixal

C. Farhat derivation
1. Primary

a) Bare-,stew
Siltent-extension

2. Secondary
a) Drealgatias
b) penaminativas

3. Prefixal
n) Semantic
b) Aspective

(ne-ugodan, pre -akup)
(aemlj-an)

(dah-nu-ti)

(imp -ova-ti)
crn-i-ti)

(pro-pjewati, pre-krojiti)
(o.tistiti, na-puniti)

.

This subcatagorisation and the appellations by the present sumom

28
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Sid is s small grammar. Its ir atetnents thou.. :romoieruente.: by those

from a larger work (such as Niaretid's,Belidi 3). also, lava from major
article, and studies in word formation. 1,,r taster:ow. Hits no toreign
suffixes and prefixes, such as Greek and Latin inetOleite to ga), those of

Turkish origin are represented). Even after suca a complementation, a full
survey of the contrastive derivation potential betwev. SC and English will be
ensdred only if we make use of the English-to-SC approach.

Te this purpuse, we consulted .and /coon' s A handbook of English Grammar
which provides the toliowing

Classification of basic, standard-grammar deril..atiM
patterns in English

A. Preftxsos
1* Nominal Adis -belief) -

2. Verbal (clis-srmi
3 Adler-al/al (dia-obedient)'

B. §uff hes
I. Nouns

a) Personal & Concite A r,:pioy-us, orphaa-agel
b) Dirninutroe (kitchen -ette)

c) abstract * Collective ;snort-age: rocket-ry)
1. Adjectives ;earthen) .

I e'd rbs 'organ-ire)
-1. Adverbs (crab-wise) /

V / 'Part Two: Illustration of Possible analytical Procedure

Let us now see, toi arc °articular example,. a possible speculative end
practical-analytic approach to bo used for items within the topic 1:(erivadon..
We will deal with the SC abstract nominal suffix:

-oat.

I. The individual feeling of s SC-speaking learnot at Engliph ( medium level
and higher) is that the active SC suffix -oat has a its coipaterpert the English
suffix -nese. This learner, however, is at that point qut 4 aware of the fact

,/
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that automatic adding of -nese -- though quite effective as communication --
is often stylistically unacceptable because of the existence of a commoner Eng-
lish noun, in some other ending.

e. g. efficac leasers* : efficacity
fragrantness fragrance,

frivolousness frivolity

Some investigation of parallel SC and English texts under ray.supervision
(undergraduate diploma essays) shows'- over ,a total of 968 occurrences of
-oat in either direction of translation (SC. E and E.SC) that the share
of the correspondence -ost -nest is a mere 20%. The remaining llolk of
the canes of -oat have as their English equivalent as many as 31 other suf-
flees. the top three being: -iy (15%), 2 Q2%) and -tion (M. It should be
mentioned here that, in addition to the 968 occurrences of suffix equivalents
mentioned, there were 133 English equivalents with no ending, 73 descriptive
equivalents, lo cases of no translation, whereas a total of 426 nouns in -ost
(of the type: laijilevitoet, radost, bududnost) were not taken into consideration.

First coacluelon: We-have to do here with a typically lexical organization of
Iiiimage matter. There is no reliable, single - meaning con-
trastive patterning. Therefore, no useful suggestions for
teaching be given.

2. NeVerthe1esa, our experience as a practical translator, coupled with some
9rotessonal Ilingnisticl ability to make abstract conclusion about linguistic
material, keep us from throwing in the towel too early in the gam*.

Dealing with the less frequent, more difficult, terms in -oat, often required in
practical translation from SC to English, we come across English patterns,
indicating a contrastive-snalysis potential.

2.1. Here. we fairly often notice deocriptive English equivalents of the patterns
homosein ic Adj r character/nature/ quality

e.g. alarmantnost : alarmist character/nature
lxuzetnost : exceptional quality

(Naturally, forms like exceptionality and exceptionalness will be found in
large dictionaries. Dictionaries, however, provide us with no insight into
the actual quantitative distribution of these forms in texts, i.e. In actual use.
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The advantage offered by contrastive enalysis in the area of leala is that,it
reveals word-formation patterns (both mono and interlinguall

The above pattern is evidently useful to the-
al Learner -- because its descriptive quality expands his leslcal

fund.

b) Tru.siator t,e dude a suoialies hi= 0. .tf! additional patterns
usable as tronelaio .%4Tiivaleats (always welcome as

variations or solutions for difficult sentence
atruttu^,rn

c) Levi,:ographer -- providing him *Ito highty productive translation
equivalents. regularly applicable to all entries of the
said wordformatior. l.re 'al entry expansion aid, but
also as .1 control ae-4cel

2. U. It is an interesting fact that this pattern can, in its turn. be expended
through dictionary description. The more difficult ahstract words, for in-
stance to -At! show the following English descriptive equivalents iu the
MW 3 entries:

piverbaility adverbial quality ,character' function
genialsti t be quality_of being genial
analyticity nature)characterf property of being analytic

They expand our pattern tot
hoinciseinic Ad) + cheractsr/naturej qualltylpropertg function

and add a new pattern:
the quality of being + homosemic Adj

(The new paubro is no doubt, less usable than the original one but we cannot
dleregard it. It le-ft4.1ropossible to Imagine cases where this new pattern
may prove to be the most suitable solution.

MP'

2.2. The undergraduate diploma messy mentioned 'also supplied these pairs:
nernosueneet being unable
soesninost ; being ready

grihratenost being imposed imon
which agent impend' our SOhltiali for the SC -oat by ens more predictive
formula:

bola + heatose;nic Ady
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2. 3. With SC lexical patterns of the type: IV! +BASE + oat, both the learner .
and the tienletor will meet with the already rioted pidbietne aggravated by
one more "word-formation-combinatatilement: the prolix/as-. Here, too,
the English equivalent she such variation (Lara in, tan'. Ir-. ow.
that one is gripped by pestitneisra about the poseibility of formulating practi-
cal rules or migration*.

However, the 'material gathered by the diploma essay contains the pair;
netaktiencet t want of tact

which we can ourselves expend with no difficulty. For instance:
neobsirnost wantkabeenve of consideration

neprovierenoet weatiebeence.of verification
thus obtaining the new formula:

want absence + basal (horns:othic) noun

Second conclusion: In Spite of the aneroid structural araorpbouseess of the
lexis, investigation of large tests is to reveal prothictive
formulas of contrastive description, directly applicable
tattoo practical needs of teaching, traasiatioa and diction..
ary writing.

(The results of investigation of,lergs texts will most obviously confirm the
useful/wee of coocordancing sea method In contrastive analysis. That the
outlook is promising is clear from the fact that most of productive formulas
listed in this Synopsis were arrived at through a manual analysis of a
3oo,000-word text. Brown Corpus and the planned Control Corpus of the.
Project offer a wean' mass of 1,400.000 words. )
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Vladimir Ivir (Zagreb)

AN OUTLINE FOR THE CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH AND
SERBO-CROATIAN ADJECTIVES

i

The proposed analysis will concentrate on adjectives in the narrow sense of
the word - that is, the following forms, sometimes classed as adjective*,
will be excluded: (a) attributive and predicative nouns. (b) present and past
participle., (c) adverbs. (d) demonstrative , (e) poesessives. (f) Indefinites.
(g) articles, (b) numerals.

$

Adjectives proper will be examined from two angles:
(1) morphological
(2) syntactic.

The morphologics1 aspect will be treated under two heeding*:
(0 suffixation
(il) forms of comparison. (N. B. The syntactic features of comparison

will be discussed further below in the
syntactic wilt* of the papere)

The syntactic aspect will be treated in terms of the following criteria:
(i) position ..

(a) attributive: 1. pronominal
2. portnorninal

(b) predicativetl. sentence final position
2. expanded position
3. obligatorily expanded position
4. adjectives used only predtcatively

(c) factitive
(10 compaibrom 1. uses

2. syntactic and semantic limitations
(iii) intensUiers used with adjectives
(iv) adjective co-ordination
(v) nominal use of adjectives
(vi) acceptance a adverb-forming suffice*.

These will be the criteria on the basis of which non - adjectives will be
excluded and adjectives proper classified into two basic types descriptive
and limiting.
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Now follows, by way of an exa-tsple, a tentative analysis of the position of
adjectives in English and Serbo- Croatian.

It can be stated at the outset that English and Serbo - Croatian adjectives
show great positional similarities and that the dangers of mother - tongue
interference in the case of Serbo- Croatian learners of English are compar-
atively minor. On the contrary, SerboCriatians learning English can expect
a great deal of facilitation from their mother tongue in mastering the use of
English adjectives.

(1) English and Serbo-rroatian adjectives commonly occupy the attributive
position -both prenort anal and postnomlnal.

(a) Prenominal: The pronominal position is taken by both descriptive
and limiting adjectives, and We is equally true of English and
Serbo-Croatian:

a rich man begat Lovjek
an obvious method - otigledna metoda
a roomiest voice muzikalan glee

musical instrument - glszbini instrument
a foreign language - strani jezik.

(The distinction between definite and indefinite forme of adjectives
in Serbo-Croatian is contrastively irrelevant for Serbo-Croatian
learner...of English as this is the feature that they easily learn to
neglect once they see that it has no direct counterpart in English
adjectives. Equally irrelevant, and very unlikely to cause inter-
ference, is the fact of concord with the nouns observed in Serbo-

- Croatian adjectives. )

In connection with the prenomtnal use of adjectives, it will be im-
portant to examine whether the rules for their ordering in a series
are the Mine in English and Serbo-Croatian. This, however, has
been left for $ later stage when more evidence is available.

A few of the English adjectives occupy the pronominal position to
the exclusion of predicative use, e.g. mere, sheer, deer, off,
etc. Their Serbo-Croatian counterparts behave in the semi way.

(b) Posnweninal: The postateminal use of adjectives in English is usually
connected with the condition of indefinitebees hence their use wi'h
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indefinite pronouns and nouns preceded by the indefinite article:
Old you notice anything,Odci? - Jest* ii opazili &toted neo-

bi4naineobidnoo

I bought a book yellow with age. - ICupio sam laijigu-tunt
od starosti.

I met s man taller than George. - Sreo sam dovjeka 'flee
od Georgea (viieg nego /Ito jeJ
George) koji jevigi od Georgea. . 4

As seen front the translations of the above examples, this partic-
ular adjectival riosition Is common to English and Serbo-Croatian.
( Serbo- Croatian learners ): Eoglish may prefer the relative clause
In the lait example:

I met a man who is (was) taller than George.
In teaching it will be necessity to give some weight to the possibi-
lity of deletion, of the relative pronoun.) The condition of indefi-
niteness is met In Serbo-Croatian by the use of the indefinite form
of the adjective (when this is posstble). However from the jearper s
point of view this tact is only important for his use of the article
snd will have to be dealt with there:

itKupio ISM kaput sivi od starosti.-.0 bought the coat 'grey
with ac .%.

In English there are some other instances of postnominal use of
adjectives. First, certain limiting adjectives of Romance origin
are used in this way, mainly in stock expressions: heir apparent.
knight errant, time immemorial, court martial, secretary general.
The corresponding Serbo-Croatian construction is prenominal
(generaini sekretar, ratni sud, pradavna 'romans!) or a juxtaposition
of two nouns (vitez lutalica, prijestolonasljednik). The deviant Eng.
lish forms will have to be taught es exceptions.

Then there arc adjectives in aposition, usually two or more of
them in co- ordination. which follow the noun in both English and
Serbo-Croatian: a laugh, musical but malicious - staijeh. zvonak
all zlobien.

Third, adjectives which ere qualified by prepositional phrases also
follow nounst trends peculiar to this country - kretan a karakteri:
stidna za iialu zeinlju: an apartment too large for one person
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sten pre dnu oat w, Notice also the possibility of a
clausal construction, which is perhape more frequent in Se:v-

-Croatian than the postnominal adjective; stag: kotie_prevell'
tau osobu. (in English, too, the poetnenninal position is actual.,

the product of predicative use with the reistIve and the lin!
verb deleted: sn tortment which is too large for one perstn. )
the second example. both English and Serbo-Croatian allow'the
separation of the adjective (which thenbecomes prenominal) from
the prepoirliionel phrase: to large an apartment for one person -
prevent( eta:: za lednu osobu.

Fourth. adjectives ending in -ble are poutnominal in English when
they lack certain adjectival properties (e.g. comparison and s-
ceptance of the intensifier Leak the best government imaOnable,
the only person visible. In Serbo-Croatian, these adjectives will
be prenominal (nalbolis zemislivu ttnrava, jedina vidIjiva osobs),
or the whole construction will become a clause with the verb based
on the English Adjective: nal °lit uprava koju motemo zamisilti,
Medina osoba koju smo vidjeli4 Ii can sgsin be expected that the

relative construction will interfere in the acquisition of the noun
plus adjective *structure. Adjectives in -bie without the restric-
tions mentioned above remain in the prenominal position in Eng-
lish and Serbo- Croatian: remarkable achievement - izvanredno
ostvsrenje, valuable contribution - vr(jecian doprinos.

Fifth, there are certain adjectives in English which, in some of
their meanings follow nouns: the money due, sdjectives proper.
These will be considered as individual Items. Their Serbo-

-Croatisn equivalents will sometimes be clauses (novae koji treba
plstitg and sometimes prenominal sdjectives (aravi prictiev1).

(2) The secollitirgpflant adjectival position in English and Serbo-Croatlan
is the predicative melts. Being as a rule descriptive rather than limiting,
this position require the Indefinite form of the adjective in Serbo.CroatIsn
but again this has no direct besring ton the acquisition of English adjectives
by Serbo-Croatian lesrners:

Me is young. - On je mled9(#mladji) .
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1.04 Several possibilities can be considered in connection with the predicative
use of adjectives..

(a) Many adjectives can be used in what is (potentially) a sentence-
-final position after the linking verb to be. Other linking verbs
are also used in English and Serbo-Croatian, but then the adjec-
tive is not at lessarily preserved in Serbo-CrOatian:

He oecarne 'unhappy. - Postao je nesretan j? nesretnim.
She became unitapv, - Postala je nesretna inesretnom.
tie. :seems good - izgieda debar.
: et nappy. esjedam se sratan/ srednini.

Objedetr. se sretno. (adverb)
It sounds good, - 7:Jut% dobro. (adverb)
They remained motionless. - Ostali su nepokretni.

As seen here, sorswof the Seroo-Croatian equivalents of the Eng-
lish linking verbs Jiiter wan to be accept the adjective in the in-
strumental (which is not likely to cause interference of aoy kind),
while at Least one requires the adverb instead of the adjective
(which results in the learner's unwarranted use of the adverbial
construction in English; :Olt sounds well).

The verbs to be born and to die and their Serbo-Croatian
counterparts also accept adjectives:

He was bron lucky. - Rodlo se Cretan.
He died rich. - Haire je begat.

But English adjectives are also used with certain other verbs that
can be classed as verbs of motion, in which case Serbo-Croatian
would require adverbs:

The train moved slow. - Viak se icretao spore,
The interference caused by the learner's mother tongue is not
very serious here, because The mein moved slowly is, if anything,
more neutral ( unmarked) than The train moved slow.

Other possibilities exist in English, including the use of adjectives

(1) One more source of interference should be mentioned here, namely, the
fact that Se, rbo-Croatian neuter adjectives are formally identical with
adverbs, end the learner is quite prepared to interpret them as such:

Prirodno je da... - It is naturally that...
See below, (c)

ti
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in collocation with verbs to give idiomatic (or semi-idiomatic)
expressions;

The animal ran.wiid. - tivetinja Jr Robiperdla,
Her., Serbo-Croatian uses a verb that embraces the meaning
of-both, the -verb and the adjective in English. In teaching, such

instances will be best presented as lexical'unitst pobiJesniti -
run wild.

More generally, an ..tanglye list will be needed of the verbs
that accept adjectives in English, together with the adjectives
each of thein accepts (probably a closed set). The Serbo-Croattan
equivalents of such adjectives will usually be adverbs, or verbs
whose meaning Includes both the verbs and the adjectives of the
target language.

(b) SSme od the English adjectives that can occupy a sentence-final
poetic's: are also expandable by a prepositional phrase or clauses

m happy to see you. - Sretan aim da vii vidim,
I'm happy that you could come. - Sretan earn Ito (da) ste

' uspjell dodl.
He woe red in the face. - BIO je crven u licu.
We're ready to go. - Spremni emir, da idamo.

Spremni 'Arno sa polazkalc.

in thcse cases,, expansion is always possible in Serbo-Ctoatian
- nttivoily by the same type of'canstruction (except for the in-

finitive phrase, which yfelds-a clause or a nominal phrare).

(c) There is one position in which adjectives cannot stand alone and
are necessarily expandedt this is the impersonal use with the in-
troductory it in English and with the subject deleted in Serbo-

-Croatians

It's good to be back home. - Dobro je bid opet kod kude.
It was nice of you to have thought of this,. - Lijepo je od

vas Ito ate se toga ajetili.
Its interesting to observe that... - Zanimljivo je prirni-

"did da.,.
In these cases, it has no referent, and the infinitive or clause
which follows the adjective is actually the subject' of the sentence
(To be back home is good). In Serbo-Croatian, the subject is not

38
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used, and the' deep-structure subject-predicate relationship le the
same as In English (Bits °pat kod kude le lijepo) Interference is
here possible only because of the fact that The 4erbo-Croatian
neuter adjective ends In -o, which makes it,ct the aim* shape as
the adverb.

(d) Just as there are adjectives In English that can only be used
utiveLy (in tha prenomlaal position). so there ern those that can
only be used predicatively. The majority of them are adjectives
beginning ix a- (afraid, akin, alone, alike, amiss, 'ashamed,
awake,' tasep. aware. *Oast) with a law others (poorly, well,
II) and a few that change their meaning* when used attributively
(alive, mod, sc, present).

In many cases, a- adjectives do not find their counterparts in
Serbo-Croatian adjective* but rather in verbs:

She was afraid. - Bojala se.
He's asleep.
I'm ashamed. - Stidim se.

In other caas, the corresponding Sorbo*Croatisn adjectives have
no restrictions on attributive 'tie.:

They're exactly alike. - Sasvirn su @Wei. (cf. elitni Ijudi) .

He's alone. - Sam je. (cf. sam tovjek)
She's awake. - Budna je. (cf. budna Lena)
These two feelings are akin. - Ovasu dva osjedaja srodna.

(cf. srodal osjeCaji
Learner, will perhaps tend to use such English adjectives as
freely as their Serbo-Croatian equivalents are used. and the
teaching will therefore have to concentrate on the restrictions in
distribution.

(3) The third major adjectival position is die facti e ositiutt, with nouns
which ara the objects of preceding verbs. In some hies, the same poeitiort
Is poeilbie for Serbo-Croatian *djectives:

I considir tha girl beautiful. - Djevojk's seta ram lijepom.
We (mnd the cellar empty. Podrum smo li p9itan (#praznO,

'-wever not all verbs that are factitive in English Aili4ccept adjectives in
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i
She swept the room clean. - Sobu je tisk+ pomela.

The fact that Eng ltah adjectives approach the meaning of adverbs in this
plain= {She swept the room thoroughly) is reflected In the Serbo-Croatian.
use of adverbs in such cases. The-teaching will have to give some promi-
nence to this fact in order to make learners aware of the possible danger
of producing ungranuna%.eal sentences:

Sobu is tisto pomade. -.he swept the room cleanly.

4

.',
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Damir Ka loafer* (Zagreb)

A SURVEY OF GRAMMATICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENGLISH
MODAL VERBS' WITH REGARD TO INTERFERENCE' PROBLEMS

English verbs can be derided into the open and the closed sew Tim criteria
for 'inclusion in the list of closed set verbs are as follows':

1. The verbs do um enter into normal conntgation showit by the open set Verbs;

2. They have a unique mode of patterning in the aesaiive end interrogative and
with lexical verbs in the verb phrase.

The closed set of verbs that share the above requirements still fall into two
distinct groups:

1. The tame be, have. do, the primary auxiliaries, form something akin to
normal conjugation with subjectagreement and lull asst syntax. They are
associated with indicating voice, tense, aspect.

2. The Items shall, !Wald, will. would, maze td tt. can. could. mustought
to. dark need, the modal suailiaries. have no corresponding non-finite forms,
no :It ending. qtei although four of them link in pairs, the .unctional relation-
ship between paired items is not one of present and past as in the open set
verbs. They are associated with indicating an *Wiwi. to the action (that It is
permissive. obligatory. probableutc.).

Serbo-Croatian verbal system does not show anything like a distinct set of
modal alailleries.

However the English modal verbs are rendered with mufficient regularity. by
a group at SC verbs which haw certain morphological and littierning features
in common. The webs are literati, Wilma. niadi, satjeti.i. They pat
tarn in such a way that each of them can be followed by an infinitive comple-
ment v smije Mk mote *Asti. 41e6vrediti.

The similarity in meaning sad pattern* may cease that a SC speaker iden-
titles certain verbs in SC with certain modals 19,Engusk which may give
rise to conflicts, errors and learning piablents:-
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It should be said that patterning v-infteltive is not lio.:..ed in SC to the awls-
lance equivalents of the English model verbs nut . .udei vert- a zr
Wed. nastavitl, poded etc.

Apart from the pattern v - infinitive, SC iquivaients of the E. ntodx verb
have the nornaal"conjugation of tae open sat of wrbs.

Are there conflicts due to th.. structural diffe.eat.es bs./ en .o03.1, verm
and their SC translation .dents?

are the conflicts to to patterning of SC .:qra vaients only or to the overall
patterning and conjugation of the whole SC verbal system?

A part of the answer to the quc .tions posed can be enItsaged through a survey
): the grammatical coaraeteris ice of the English modal ....On v ith relevant
reference to the corresponding verbal structures tnSerbo-Croattan.

he. modal verbs eivirs with the primary auxiliartes four linportaqt gram-
atical rolei

1 Occurrent: imtore not (n':) for sentence negation;
2 Occurrence before the subject for interrogation etc.;
1 Occurrence as the Lamm for grammatical stress and pitch signals;
4 excurrence 42 the "ache?' or substitute for the entire verb construction

tte complements in repetitions.

We shall take up the four points one by one.

1 Occurrence before not (n' t) for sentence negation.
True sentence negation requires an auxiliary (including modalo) to precede
Vie signal not (n' t):

He mustn't go.
i"e SC equivalent has the negative signal ne preceding the first verb of the
phrase: He emije 141 (He srnije on 141; On 141 ne smije)

The possible Interference here may be due not only to the translation equi-
valents of the English modals but to the SC verbal system as such as in it
the negative particle always precedes the verb:

Ne

Nedu Ill.
Nije
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2 Occurrence before the subject.'
a) The most common occasion for the sequence modal auxiliary + subject
is with interrogation.

Except when the subject is the interrogative subject (Who? What? Which/
noun'? ) English grammar demands an au:ciliary before subject in questions,
affirmative or negative.

Must he behave like that?
Can't I come with you*

Mora li se (on) tako ponagati?

X* mop 11 (is) Jodi a yams?
2,ar (ja) mop (ja) dodi_(ja)
yams?

What can he do? gto (on) mots (on) raditi (on)?
Should he send the iettar? Treba Ii da (on) pole,* piemo?

Da 11 (on) treba (on) de (on) poialje
(on) plsmo?

If in SC the question begins with the verb (and the particle 11) then the verb
precedes the subject (Pike li ),

If the question begins with a question word (nor. di 11. tko, ito, koko;)
there are two poesibUitlee not parallel to those is English

A question beginning with a queatton word and containing an auxiliary (forms
of b or 'tit') requires the subject to be placed after the auxiliary:

Da.li de (Peter) dodl (Peter)?
otherwise the question word is a signal to the speaker of SC that the subject
(U used at all) is free to take any position after the question word.

The conflict is most likely to arise in the clatter cat:, and cou1,1 be illustrated
by an example of the SC question:

to (Peter) mole (Peter) odgovoriti (Peter)*
which may prompt the SC learnerlo produce the non-grammatical English
question:

'What Peter can answer (Peter)*

Other not so frequent constructions with this sequence are:

b) Via!sle occur before subjects in forma', styles after sentence initial
elem., to with negative or restrictive meanings like never, nor, neither.
nc here else, scarcely. eeldorn.not only.

'fiver could I beiwee this. 4

Nikada to sisals maguey vjerovati bih vjerovao).
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Modals .)ccur suoje. t After io in the meaning also, likewise. too
an furietion se pgodwate een.i

So can Jr.
t..

Ir and SC translation tvelants do not require the invention. .

1 he muds. v Je rie locus for grammatical stress end pitch
slain stress -1 signals insistence on the truth value (affirmative

negative} so 44titeneg as a whole as against doubt or disagreement
wnether exprt.: sect 0 notied by the hearer.

I mks-
%lora. .9 pi.

terbs for- t.-,nfii..tise patterns 1znein raditi. mogu skotiti) can have
'atte-,! tr., ith siniiar meaning.

;node! A ,
m.struction ate'

cons't

.Berbara can rot -,Suss.an rapidly but Mike can't:
rrans*.xtl,m pruitalents of the English modal auxiliaries and other SC verbs
-,atterning v - infinitive may be construed in the same way:

Barbsrs tn. brzo eitati rosin. a Mike ne sna.

o1 In answer to . -s -no questions:
11a. I DU. all the books' Yes, you may.
Smijern kuPiti eve luinge" Smijete.

in.,nucal structure exists in SC and is formed by the translation ',Ovals/its
nt English modal %erbs and by other verbs patterning in v infinitive.

nv et ho-substitute function of the inoos1 verbs is found in.the very cam.
Bryn English question formula conststing of statement followed by tag - questions
a (creosol) auxiliary s WO -pronoun subject. -

You tan tome this afternoon, can' you"
He won't be there. will he'
You will write, will you'

./
sr as the "echo" or substitute for the entire verb

it;.:Aments (a predicate) in repetitions in the following

The !mantic equivalent pf this structure in SC is fixed and preeticatly un-
changeable:
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On mole dodi popodne, tar ne?
On aide biti tame,
Pint del, kly

5, The four grammatical functioiss d used so far are shared by all the
closed set verbs.

The following point concerns only the modal auxilliries. There are four
paired modals can - could, ,may -21.W, shall - should, will - would. The
contrast between the members of sach.pair consists in the non- reality
and the sequence of tenses except that could occasionally functions as
fiearlierneea" partner of .4t12.

The contrast expressed by similar pair, of open class verbs is predominantly
that of present

The conflicts may arise hire out of two sources:
a) the analogical pull of the very English verbal system,
c) contrast with the SC translation equivalents and the whole of the SC verbal
system.

s) The first type of conflict may arias if the learner attributes the temporal
contrast of seek - sought, catch-caught etc. to the pairs Ube may-might,
shall - should, and this may result in the production of such non-English
sentences is

He might go last year.
This type of conflict may also occur if the learner attributes the occasional
"earlierness" function of could to should or might.

b) The SC translation equivalents of the English modal auxiliaries have normal
put syntax (identical to the rest of the open class Verbs) and that may prompt
the learner to **sot the same in the semantically corresponding English
verb.. This type of conflict may result with generating non-English construc-
tions as in s).

This survey of the four gransmatizal functions of auxiliaries including rztodals
and of a grammatical feattme belonging to the modals exclusively helps a little
in clarifying the position of the SC translation equivalents as the possible
sources of conflict.
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The fact that the four grammatical r Jes are shared hy both the ins:late -ind
the primary auxiliaries point, to their gramma... ,s ..steness_

Thus is retnforced by the phonological features as :4-se lack of str;se :
newts from both groups of ausilieriee, and the reducing of the purticit
to nit when attactd to theta.

the SC anslattost etaivalent t do not show so many distinctfeettires.
sat thea, 3ut from the' open : a*s verbs. Separating them occasionally `-.w.
the rest of open tans ..er to SC in a contrastive analysis a is warrinvid by
their n. ..-4ning and :kiwi Aterning in v But it is in moat cases
the cou:rast bete ...is c:nglillit modal verb system andthe entire verbal
system 4 SC that arouses utterference problems at grammatical level.

,t the presercat:oh he grammatical characteristics of the English modals
t.ate "The English Verb Auxiliaries'' by WI% Twaddell,

1.1 r. t.:.ver,4:', Prose. 196o and Barbara M, H. Strang "Modern English
qtrs.. Jre 4rt-1,1 edition. Arnold, 1968.
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Dora week (Zagreb)

GENDER IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN

I. Gender is a grammatical categoty that often reflects the natural distinetwo
of male, female and neutral. The proximity of the gender system to the na-
tural distinction varies from language to language as does the formal expres-
sion of the distinction.

Formally, gender can be expressed in various word classes as well as in their
syntactical relations.

2, The gender systems of English and Serbo-Croatian differ in two respects;

a) Gender in English is basically a lexical feature. it is almost identics with

sex-distinction, while in Serbo-Croatian it Is grammatical. that is to say, the
distinctions are formal rather than semantic.

b) The formai expression of gender in English is noticeable only in some fem-
inine nouns.' This formal simplicity is the result of a general reduction of in-
flectional endings that started in English in the loth century and was completed
by the end of the 15th century,.2 The original English gender system. like the
Serbo- Croatian system. was grammatical. and resembled It also in the formal
expression of gender. Serbo-Croatian gender is expressed in the form and -
inflections of the nouns. pronouns, adjectives and non-finite rerbal forms.
as well as in their relation with the gender of the noun they refer to. All the
mentioned word classes agree in gender with the noun, The gender of personal
pronouns with animate referents however. is determined by the lexical refer-
ence of the claim.

The differences described above lead us to suppose that the Serbo-Croatian
!earner of English is likely to confuse gender distinctions in English AIM the
Pattern of gender in his native language. 3 Also he cin be expected to force
If31Ri Steno for gender in cases where this is not necessiTY.4

S. is the. case of gender English and Serbo-Croatian meet on the lexical
'two 'b.:, nouns correlate semantically with regard to distinctions of sex
'rd v (tame's. In the cast, .f nouns reflecting sex distinctions, a great
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majority of Serbo-Croatian will reflect the distinction In gender, i.e.
male will be gram :Miceli) masculine, female will be feminine and thus
correspond to the site^tion In English:

father - otac (masculine) lion - lay (masculine)
sister - sestra (feminine) lioness - iavIca (feminine)

These are several nouns in Seebo-Croatian (like cljevojEe, mladotenja5)
whose gender does not agree with the sex of the referent, but as stated above,
the personal or4.mouns atay nevertheless reflect its sex, not the gender of
the noun. eveo if other part of the sentence do so.

Thus: On je jog vrlo ailed° mom*e.
(pron. masc.) (noun neuter)

These overlappings of the grammatical gender with th. semantic notion of
sex distinction should .:Lake I.: easy for the learner to aseigo correct gender
to English nouns ,vith distinctly male or female referents.

4. As mentioned ear tier, the 1p.m:dr of English nouns is determined by their
meaning. shich also tdve, n the ..hoice of one of the 3rd person personal
prn.ens. w.th male referents are accordingly masculine, nouns with
:emale referents feminine. and those with neutral referents, or referents
whose sex is unknown are neuter. 6

Masculine Feminine Neuter
flther sister fish
5 ridegroom poetess whylow
ram ewe ..., feeling
Me

..-----
(it)Mel (she)

There are a nu:aber of werdfformatlolial devices in English, used to express
ender distinction where thIsiiidiecessary for semantic or stylistic reasons.

a: Suffixes: ess (Peeteafilioness) -iris (testatrix)
-ette (dran-majorette) -euse (danseuse)

-Ina (czarina)
."--a (signora) -enne (comedienne)

e (pianiste)

Ace suffixes are of foreign origin in English and most of them are used
with foreign words. Only the suffix -ego can be said to be productive.
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b) Nouns used in composition or juxtaposed to the noun whose gender is to
be determined:

man? (gentlemen, man - servant), woman (policewoman, woman teacher)B.

boy (boy - friend). girl (servant girl), gentleman (gentleman friend), lady
(lady doctor), dog. bitch (dog-otter, bitch-otter), cock, hen (cock-robin,
hen-robin) and some proper nouns (tom-cat. billy-goat etc. ). 9

c) The pronouns be and she with the noun in juxtaposition: he-wolf, she-
wolf. lo

d) The gender of a noun can also be indicated by the adjectives Lnale and
female: male camel, female person.

The formal expression of gender in Serbo- Croatian is obligatory as opposed
to English where it is not. Every noun is a member of one of the inflectional
classes for masculine. feminine or neuter nouns, by virtue of its inflectional
endings. 11These classes. as already mentioned, do not necessarily parallel
the natural distinctions between male, female and neuter, which means that
all the three gender classes can have members with male. !emale and
neutral referents. Or vice versa, nouns with male. female and neutral
referents alike can belong to any of the three gender classes, which is de-
termined by their form, not by ,their meaning.

Masculine Feminine 12 Neuter

brat, orao
prozor, kotao

osjedaj
odred

(on)

sestra, ovca, rnladoteaja
stolica, kost

nada, miseo, niladost
omladina
(oral

seic. polje
momde, djevojte, tile.
dijete
sanjtirenjel3
ligde
(ono)

A. in English there are suffixes (-a -Ica. -ka. -110), nouns
(muilkarac, Lena) and adjectives (megki. -a, -0, Lenaki, -0) in Serbo-

-Croatian which serve to indicate sex. The suffixes are used In deriving
feminine nouns from mascuiinee, and nouns and adjectives with nouns that
do not normally have a derived counterpart,"

As a result of the Serbo-Croatian ginder system whi...h is. a4 mentioned.
based on forinal distinctions, and largely pal allele the Er.glish system in
its masculine and feminine Class because of semantic overlawaigs. the
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learner of English is likely to encounter moat of the diffit.ulties in the English
neuter class. Interference can be expected to teller Mier the ac.e- gnrfer
of particular nouns in Serbo-Croatian, e. g.

We have an old table. Two of pis legs are broken. (SC. atol m. )
You don't like the house? W'.y don't you sell her? (SC. kuda I. )

or the formal Serbo-Croatlan gender pattern, i. e. all nouns ending In a ,
sonant would he assigned n,%actiline, nouns ending in -a feminIrw, nouns in
-o or -e neuter gender. 15 A. the latter are quite rare in English the learner
will probably regard the najority of English neuter nouns as masculine. This
mechanism would prob.. operate in words whose semantic content is new
or unusual to the learner, while the first mechanism would govern his baqic
vocabulary.

Any such overdIfferentlation of gentler in English is unacceptable and must
be carefully avoided. The only acceptable instance of the use of masculine
or feminine pi Gnome in the English neuter cass Is when they refer to nouns
denoting animal -"fleeter. and the noun in question referring at the same time
to either male or ''.male and the whole species. Thus if a Serbo-Croatian
speaker assigns' ft. 12 Wile gender to the word cat on ground of the gender of
Serbo-Croati4u ino. It wittbe acceptable even if the noun is used gene-
rically, becalm.- in English the noun cat stands not only for the whole species,
but for the female cat as well, and accordingly can be feminine. It is wrong
un the other hand. if feminine gender is assigned to fish on the model of
at,i'mw-Ct ribs, the English word not having any definite sex implications.

The use of masculine or feminine gender in abstract nouns should be avoided,
as they ire in English used only In poetic language and would be out of place
in any other usage. A learner should also be taught not to use any but neuter
pronouns for Inanimate referents, though native English and especially Amer-
icon speakers sometimes use the feminine pronoun as a substitute for nouns
with such referents.

There is a fair number of nouns in English and Serbo-Croatian that have
both male and female referents. There are two types:

a) Nouns that rave nilt-er =Actual nor potential equivalents for male or female,
e.

child, person, .etem, e-npley 1, fish, cricket
dijete, cr:..bs pijanlca, varalica, riba, cvedsic
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.. b) Nouns most of which originally designate.... toti e occipa..ons nowadays
shared by women. A large number of these words have derivatives for the
feminine (there are many more derivatives in Serbo-Croatian than in Eng-
lish), 16 some of which are possibly only potential, that.is, not established
In usage. 17

In using these nouns the Serbo- Croatian speaker of English %cat frequently
feel compelled to use a formally marked form for the fengnilie noun, which
in English is potsibiy correct but' not unnecessary. A small-scale test
among students of English has shown that they prefer the suffix -ess and
the noun woman in juxtaposition to a now head. This is perhaps a reflex of
the Serbo- Croatian suffix -Ica. which is molt productive, and such phrase
as ten* voza8 (woman driver) for the feminine of nouns where suffixation
has not yet been established.

From the above analysis it follcurs that the essential part in classroom
teaching at gender should be a thorough explanation of the differences in the

'tEnglish and Serbo- Croatian gender systems and an emphasis on the semantic
nature of English gender. in all grammar and vocabulary exercises the
lexicapy determined divisions into masculine. feminine and Leiner should be
insisted on regardless of the occasional or stylistic. usages '11 English which
eoraetimes seem to be vestiges of grammatical gender.

NOTES

I See page 46
2 See A. C. Baugh "A History of the English Language", rev. ed. London, 1959
3 See page 48
4. See nage 48-49
S (lass. bridegroom) also die (child) even if sex is known.
.) flosts with human referents other than child. blitz and the like, are never

re' laced by the pronoun it. If the sex islTrtni own, the use of personal
-",,,..iuns is either avoide-d or a phrase Hite he or she Ls employed.

..wing "male humeri" not "human" (as In man - eater).
?hrases like woman policems the juxtaposed noun determines gender,

4 ths luffixed.
'9 tus i ity however has Is f t ale refersnt.
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lo In he-man the pronoun reittiorces the meaning of the noun man, which
reUT s different from the relation of the two component TS: tomboy.

1.1 The characteristic endings of nominative singular are for trsasc. -cons. ,
-o; for fsm. -s, -cons.; for neut. -o, -e. The endings -cons.. -a, -o
are characteristic of the three 'genders in other word classes as well
(adj., pron. end non finite verbal forms).

12 Feminine nouns ending in a cons. or -o differ from masculine or neut.
nouns of tits some nom. ending in the rest of the paradigm.

13 Collectives in English are neuter (or plural. in which cage gender is
indeterminable by use of pronoun), in Serbo - Croatian they can be as-
signed 4 either of the throe genders.

14 kralj - kraljtca, junak junaktnjs; lens policajsc. unlike babies
13 It has been observed that loanwords tend to get their gender assigned

according to this simplified pattern of the SC. gender. it hes been also
noticed that ell words ending in vowels other then -e tend to be classed
ss masculine. Sea R. Filipovid "Morphological Adaptation of English
Loan Words in Serbo-Croatian" Studia Rornanica et Anne& Zagrabien-
Ids No. 9. We suppose, that the

Serbo - Croatian ",
learner of English would

Crest new English words in the some manner.

16 poet - poetess, policeman - policewoman= piesnik pjesnikinja, Wean&
lijednica

interpretress tuntadlca
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Vjekoslav Suzanid iZadsr) 1

THE NObIlNAL GROUP IN ENGLISH AND SER80-gROAtIAN

0. A comparison of the Noreistal group (NG) in English and Serbo- Croatian
,

grammars reveals considerable similarities of operation and structure. This
fact has been noted by tesbook writers who have partly neglected the similar-
ities and have centred their attention'on festures that they.could visualize as
presenting problems to learners. An attempt at an analysis such as the
present one could contribute toward the elimination of the subjective element
of guesswork.

As the starting point it is taken that NG is a unit operating (St certain places)
in the structure of the clause% as the element Subject (5), as the element
Complement (C) if and when operating at the "usual" rank; and as part of
another NG or as part of an Adverbisil phrase (AP) when rankshifted. The
classification of groups (into Nominal, Verbal, and Adverbial) is done sc-
cording to the operation of units of group rank In the structure of the clause
(which IS a unit next above in rank) so that tha operation of NG in the struc-
ture of the clause yields two NG classes: noun-headed and adjective- headed.

1. I. The.Nominal group in English grammar is a unit with a "nominal word"
operating as the head of the construction. The drawbac S I such a fideftnition" 1

necessitating prior definition of the nominal word, zonsists in that It derives
the nominal group on the basis of morphologies criter,a, o e, from within.
A,correct definition, following the Brittsh approach such ab oxemplUied b,
M. A. K. Halliday and which derives the nominal class 4..: grc sp rank from the
operation of groups in the structure of the ...souse. is 3.0.0 batisfactory and
theoretically more sound.

.1

:n accordance with the operation in the structure of the c.ause,groups as are
evonents of the elements Subject and Complement differ from groups that
are exponents of the elements Predicator (P) and Adjunct (A).

(a) The exponents of the elements S and C can replace each other without
affecting other elements of clause structure, but with the change _in the mean-
ing 'of the whole:
- My father called is friend. (11

- His friend called my father. (r:
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Serbo-Croatian being nighly ; ',Inguage, tto irdering of nts

of clause structure..which is fairl,i cat, ,re inter:
in learning, affecting the meant:: al,r, not :art L ;

translatioln of (2) could
- Prijatelj je pozvao moga tlej

Prijateija je pozvao moj
The sentence (1) 16 correct, L i fortis and me:Tung. () is cox -e . `,re,
but is a translation of (I), 1, to the Idarrier ttInt fhti to g!48p the unpor."..nt,
of the ordering or elen tte (i.e. "the woill-ortiettn

;b) Some nominal .t °Ns oactir in different fori..;;;Ndr porating at S and at

'3)

(4)

f.:

He called his friend:
Hts friend e Ued him. .

Th, --me kind ): .nterrere-tcc,Ani be expected with the personal pronouns,
but the use of t* Lase korai*, 0) 'English will make the matter easier for
the S-C learner, Mr ogititt!e ordering in S-C is free,

(c) When there -re twc "Pis at C, i.e. the direct objectand the indirect
object. lack of case endings in English may cause a wrong interp,ation;

rhey ;aye present, (7)
su mu po'clog (8)

:-Dall su polcion sienu, (9)
The sentence (9)'might be rendered erroneously as:
-.They gave a present him. (to)

A'

(5)

(6)

'4) Exponents of S and C can replace each other affecting the structure of
Inc verbal group, t. v. the exponent of the predicator:
- They. :save-hint a pt.osent. (i1)

- 0..84 gtven a present (by them). (12)

- A present Was given to him (by them). (13)

S-C is suit1 to Avoid the passive construction and the refleLtve (form of the)
verb preferred. S-C learners of English might find It difficult to use the
EngliSh passive tonstructIon In right circumstances.
Another difficulty may irlse with learners using the objective cas e of the
personal pronoun in (12):
-'Him was given present (14)
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(e) When operating at S the personal pronoun occurs in the subjective case.
Only occasionally it occurs in the objective case;

I think. i inoh.ght.. (13)

- Methinks, , Methlisztit i16)

In S-C the subje;:t caroccasionall occur m an oblique case:
- Burin me ledIa. (My back aches, (171

Best, les the Interpretation in whi-6. Attila is at 5 ono me at C. there is a
possibility of the Iarnor_renderir.s (17, as:

(Tnei back ache.% me. . (Id)

1.2. When the complement occurs aal:r e copula, too (sill:Idolises of NG
are distinguished: the noun-headed group and the adjectiv-headed group:

He is a tau. !Mr. (14)

- H. is ter. (2ot

in S-C the it ;up at C occurs.either in the nominativt or in 'he instrumental
with both iaages erQups,

- Ors j nastavnik $21!

- rm 1e vrio dobar 122)

Posteo ja nastavniklm.
P,stao .17briro. .24.

Likewise Allen .-invriting as object complement:
Izeora4 7rrOs edrukOM. Crta elecse4 ; re x.. ne:.

ma gi.. rise rp construe:dons isti: prg..ovit6e_.:2sSIt.'n a Inca

is the usual equivalent of S-C instruments.,

1.3. The noun-headed group can assume some other f..urttonst

(si it operates as the object of a preposition in AP structure;
- u, the room (26)

The personal pronoun occurs in the objective case;
- with him 07)
in :"."-C all oblique ..ase, occur which makes it difficult ivr 'tamers; to
master the English prepositions In, unto, on, onto;

di the room (26:
into the room (2.8s

- the desk

onto the desk'
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*These are rendered tato 11-C:
a sabi (fee (21)) (31)

- u Nibs liar (28)) (32)

as stet, no Mehl (fee (29)) (33,34)
- as stol (foe (30)) r

(33)

(b) It *perstes as an Advetbial palest*, without the propagations
Step this way. (34)

Local dialects may influence the Insertion of the preposition*
- Step in this way: (35)

The learovr may ..,:cipact (35) as the equivalent of:
- Podji ovim putem (36)
and not of: 4

Wsik tike ti..:. (37)

) Ii operates at 514.(ifier (M) in the structure of the nominal group:
- short wsvo trans:: Ater (31)

- sheep' s eye (39) -
The type exempaied b;?. (38) schnits of recursive (Chinese hos) structures:

short wove elicit(' traiwnitter (4o)

4P Standard S-C the noun in the nominative does not precede another noun,

twit tne pattern can be exemplified from the language of advertlsotents:
- punjeno originahtlin Barytes sirimoco (41)

r.De (39) is rendered in 5-C by s possessive adjective:
o242. pogied (42)

which may reuse interference in the use of the English genitive.

I
VI/ It °perste. at Qualifier (Q) in NG structure:

't %Mom the conqueror (43)

r,44: leerner might omit the article.

4 , 4. The heedword of the sous-headed group differs from the headword of
the scijective-heedecitgroup by its properties of gender, number. and ease,
JIM by the agreement with the Qrssent -tense form of the verbal (reup. and
by the concord wtrk some of the pronouns. The distribution of nouns into
classes bused on these enter'a will te dealt with below.

i . i, The sdivotoe-headed strwn ln assume other functions besides those
of I. 2.

4
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(a) it operates at M in NG structure.. Jsuai
operating at M:

Brand new rsdio set

Je noun, deny.

In S-C, especially in s slightly archaic dirttor.. r;te adjectite can follow the
noun, wntch may be a source of mtstixes

(b) It operates at Q in NG structure. semantically and stylistically distinct
from historical relics that can be treated as sacepttons.
- ,resident -elect (a relic) (45j

- things ;resent and things t 446)

In S-C Type (46) is possible, though ncc very usual, when the adjective Is
"appended" and has the force of a clause:

on, alien i Wiesen nice gledao (47)

Here one can expect the wrong on-4.ring. .)

1.6, The ari:e,_tive lifters from the noun by its property of comparison.

i. 7. file primary e;ernents of 'k structure are the Mcdtfier (M), the ileac'
HI, the Qualifier (Q). in that order. Both classes of NG I...ve those el tionts

structure. Tht heads are inderltned:
the same method of teacning (4e)

as cal as possible (4:1,

rialbolit naLin za sprovedbu plena i5e.)

Jr:1 do6ar (vodal cobra za pee (5;.51)

Bth English and S-C inc modifier is at single-word attrioute If M contains
sAvorai words, eacn an be deleted without /fie( tint; the grammatical mean-
ing :ht NC, Int qua:Liter is a. troop attriol;t: consioini of several words

-pt in - mentoned shove r .461 and (4t) no. ditch can be deleted
.t grasurna,its, or the outextual 1.1,0The modifier
r r ..nd,,centr, :onstru,...icin with its head, the a .aiittlr is oxocentric,

.or Z f is sna tiiteste i ui toe concord with
trvl paraWiv wan Wili) Q, Weicn. Concord with the personal
across the groups, .e the oronoun occurs in another NG,

: wit; ho ard which '.;..rates insVe the group. Nouns having
-land es iluat 'Ave concord with who, while nouns baying

ucur tv ,., with whictri
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4, - He is my father. (He a: -. father at C) (53)

- the man Who ... titian ar.i who within NO) (54)
Serbo-Croatian has three gende& . but the distribution of nouns is different.
In English. on *he basis Jf the acerci with he, she, a. nouns can be classified
as follows: .

- masculine nouns: man, f0,...tio, ion, ...
feminine nouns: woman, mother, daughter. . , .

*.

neuter nouns: house, table, i.ilir, ...
- masculine-feminine nouns: iee't-tter, parent, relative, ...
- masculine -neut. r nouns: 140C3c, bull .'. . .
- feminine- neuter nouns: mara, cow, .
- masculine-fmittine-reiter nouns: baby, child. ...
To vy-C. there is always ear eement between the noun and its adjective attribute.,

-lnsidarable interferdre...: .:z... be expected in assigning English nouns to gender
(lasses as S-C noutiq are best classified according to the genitive singular
endings.

2. 2, Contort: in atrriba. with lit. oresent-tense form of the verb operates
across groups, i.e, the verb is part of another element of clause structure.
Concord with the :monstrative adjective operates Inside the group. and ,.

concord with the aemonstrative pronoun operates across groups: .

- Our teacher speaks two foreign languages. (55)

bookThis book is new. (56)- ..r..--
- these are naw books. (57)

According to number, nouns can be classified as follows:
- :ouns raving one form sec one number:

- singular form - Iiine.e.ar concori: furniture, advice. ...
- singullx form - plural concord: cat:le, . , . ,

- plural form - singular concord: physics, phonetics, ..,
- plural form - singular concord: scissors, trousers. ...

- Nouns.having one form and two numbers:
- singular form - both singular and plural concord: sheep.

occasionally duck, lion. etc.
- plural form - both singular and plural concord: series. species.

- Nouns having two forms and two numbersi
- singular form has singular concord. plural form has plural concord:

man, woman, boy, girl.

1
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- singular form bas_both *Ingram' and plural concord, plural form bas
plural concord: fish, ...

- Nouns having two forms and three numbers (the collective nouns):
- singular form has both singular and plural concord, plural form has

plural concord: group, fainily, class, 4...

This grouping is rather rigid: no consideration is takenlif the content. flizn
has both pennies and pence, but the choice of one or the other plural form
depends not on grammar but on the context.
S-C nouns have three numbers, which needs not affect the teaching of the
English number. The actual distribution of items into classes will.be the
source of mistakes. not the over-all pattern. However, A may be expected
of S-C learners to err in the use of the correct form in the following cases:

(a) Where English uses the plural noun if preceded by two adjectives con-
nected with and modifying the same noun, the S-C usage has a singular noun:
- British and American Armies (5a)
- Britanska i ameritita armila ' (59)
The S-C learner might render (59) as:
- `British and American iz.

(b) S-C learner's might use plural concord with those English items when.
the S-C translation equivalent has plural concord. Thus one might eipec:
- Njena su usta cr'vena ,6o)

rendered asetHer mouth are red. t61)

2.2. The nominal group in English can be replaced by the following con-
structions:

-(a) The personal pronoun, '

(b) The disjunctive forin of the possessive pronoun:
- Yours is an interesting story (62)

(c) The deictive particle, i.e. a special class of M. The learners are likely
to err in the use of the possessive, since both functions occur in the same
form: Thus the sentence:

-

= Ova knjiga je n joi2, ,ii one vaaa (63)
seuld be erroneously rendered as:
-eThie book ism, and that is mi.. (64)
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(d) The nominal group can be replaced by a rankshifted nominal clause,
whether filthier isonfinItet
- What you tell me is Interesting. (65)

Lhishour is not polite. (65)

2. 3. Several places are distinguished within the modifier. The fsrth aa the

position of an Item inn the modifier from the head that more specific its moan-
ing. the head is preceded by a substantive. the substantive in turn by the
epithet. At both places we and rank-shifted NG. The epithet is precede: by
the cardinal numeral. this In. the superlative or the ordinal numeral, and
all of these b; the tractive particle within which we can distinguish three
places.

the ordering of elements in S C is practically free: ho fixed rules can be
given. .t.xceot sans* genersl preferences. which see below.

2 4. In english, the substantive can occur In several forms: the common
case singular. the genitive singular, the common case plural, the genitive
-plural; the substantive in the common case, singular end plural, is a limit-
ing attribute. Aten forming cocripounds;the specifying genitive is s desirip-
live ettribute, the eassifying genitive is a Limiting attribute. Most frequent
is the construt'aor. with the attributive substantive in the singular; the plural
is used for special reasons:
- lad7. doctor c. (66)

seconds hand (on analogy with hour hand) (67)

lady's doctor (68)

i ra Old Wives'Tele (69)

4erutiva is moony used with its headword. Post - genitive and Weal,
gen:tiva are used without its headword.

Genitive constructions can be ambiguous: the meaning of the genitive can
be possessioa or quality. in the written language there is s possibility. of
usins iivtue vtLer construction. in the spoken language there are phonological
signals:

- in American EnglIsh,words of Friss' a Group A (i.e. the delctives) modify
the genitive if both the Group A word(s) and the genitive are said on the
normal pitch level, and the headwold on the high level. Such genitives end
all their modifiers can be repIacul by Group A word. But if the,genitive
is said on the higt. level, and he lest U. e. Its modifier() end the headword)

I>
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on the normal level, it cannot be replaced bye Group A word. In the former
case the genitive means possession. le the latter st classifies:
- the worn:WI:Pt "the hat which belong& to her"
- tmcw-gassirl bat. '4a hat for a woman" (71)

in British English the distinction is made by the positive onhe tonic accent
, -

and features of rhythm and probably juncture.

In S-C the genitive does not occur before, but after, a noun when it has
partitive meaning, The possessive adjectives in - ov, -ev, Vii, =ski era
the usual equivalents of the English genitive constructions, and learners had
better be told to use the genitive whedrendering such constructions into Eng-
lish.

2.5. Two placea at least Can be diatinguished in the epithet: the limiting
adjective In placed nearer the head, the descriptive adjective is further away.
At each place the epithet can b multiplied in the relation of coordination by
means of and. hut, or without the conjunction; or in the relation of subordi-
nation where each adjective modifies the subsequent one- ;.4) the last instance,
the first iidjeCtive is in the same idd of relation to the folliev.og adjective
as Ls any attribute to its headword.

Trio epithet can further be modified by an advert ha front i fee,. (WWI eta)
or after (enough).

The adjective in the comparative form behave:: like an oreinary epithet.

The epithet precedes the head, but it can also follow. Cf ' . (b). fn S-C
the order of idjectives is not fixed: at best the possessive Adjective comes
last, tut the whole modifier, or come part of it. can foli./ the noun.

2. S -the eardiral numerals precede the epithets in E, - t.ardinal nu-
eier ifs are in tarn preceded by the ordinal nemere:-. eed oy the superlatives

edic: rely. i. e. tney are mutually exclusive time rtnetine a sestem.
-en Is free bi :3-C, which could cause en -ire.

pieces are distinguished within the deictive particle ("determiner").
1:-et two laces can be regarded as eetaLlit.ned, the this is posited

n of tuned:ins similar to other deictives. The deictives of Class 3
el: ether modify ri, except other eeictives.
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Claes 1 &leaves are: all, both. half, such. They can be separated from
Cis* 2 Olen*** * a preposition when they are partitive in meaning:
- all of our (good intentions) (72)
Such constructions can be analysed in two ways: the (first) dsictive can be
regarded sa an exponent of NG bead followed by a qualifier (which would
admittedly o omplIcato the parsing procedure); or this function, which they
share with some other words such as tt,, much. few, etc., can'be re-
garded as exceptional.

Class 2 deistic*s are a(n), the, some. fir, the demonstrative adjective,
the possessive adjective. .,

The possessive adjective, I.e. the conjunctive form of the possessive can
be grouped morphologically with the possessive prasouti. L e. the disjunctive
form of the possessive, with both the subjective and the objective cases of
the personal pronouns, with the reflexive-emphasising pronouns. with all
the tires forms of the pronoun who, end the forms of the pronoun oat into
the category of pror. sa Pe rsierring to "person".

Class 3 deletivee are: other, same, and perhapo a few others.

The detences of the sense class are mutually exclusive, forming a (closed)
system. in special case the demonstrative occurs before the possessive;
- ... deliver this our brother ... (73)

inpresent-day English, the double genitive construction is the rule:
- ... this brother of ours ... (74)

Z.I. A summary survey of modifiers:

41 d2 d3 sup/ord. card. itpleet substantive HEAD

all a(n) other first ten old red stone
both the same best
each some
heil any

this, etc.
my, -etc.

Mary' s

The possessive can be intensified by own. which follows.

2.9. The Serbo-Croatian modifier distinguishes several plasm, blot no rules
for ordering tan be drawn from the existing practice. The edjective mewing
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pqssession. however. tends to oce... aft-,,- ott... e moolfi. rg. the use of the
modifier att.,: a acun is ar..haic, %et " .....,.is. 'nail; boo. -re The possessive

deictive can occur after a demonstratiie. Biting rise to a:-..,e:roneous con-.
struction in English. such as exemplified in 17;3i,

2. lo The qualifier, a group attribute (except cases such as (e6)), is an
exponent of-a rank-shifted unit, in exocentric construction. The exponent of
the qualifier can be:

fat a restrictive relative clause:
- la man) who knows that his holiday will start in a day (75)

A -..ontinuative relative clause is a bound clause, operating in the structure ,

of the sentence. and not a rankshifted clause operating at Q.

g.... (t)) an infinitive clause:.
i - (the fir-it men) to come (761

lc) .i participle clause:
t (salt-deposits) underlying the Cheshire plain ... (77)

- (the work) just dPne by anothttr ... (78)

41 an adverbial phrase:
- {the man) of property (761

le) a NG acting as aposition: .,

- (Thomas) the hatter f6o)

(f i an adjective-headed NG:
- isnobs) pure and simple (80

i nt, Serbo.-Croat learner might use wr.:4 iiistear' of which when introducing
:. r P.ttive clause if the S-C antecedent is neuter in gender. He may also
.1 ,. :Lr oefore the infinitive due to the regional and substandard use of za

after") with the infinitive. He may fail to use the present participle
,..eir :ti the corresponding construction does not occur in S-C.

t.? ,adjective- headed NG differs syntactically from the noun-headed
. t'i i . hat the former operates at C only. never at S. In morPhelsrf the
.N., ), vs also differ because of different classes of words ("parts of
1 ,-.n'') operating within the group. As stated above (1. 7.) both classes
) - hive the same primary structure: Modifier. Heat:, Qualifier, but

r /r tht imilaritp ends
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The exponent of the modifier is a rank-shifted adverbial group, usually its
headword alone.

The exponent of the head is the adjective proper. Occasionally a rank-shifted
adverbial group occurs as the exponent of the head. This occurs only when
the adjective-headed Ed is used attributively;
- the then goverhment (82)

S-C learners might find this construction unteusi. as adjeitives are not
distinguished by position, but by the morphological ending. t,

When the adjective is used aftei verbs of sennation or perception, S-C
learners are 'apt to use an adverb in English. which is due to the fact that
S-C adjectives of neuter gender are in the written lineage. and often in
the spoken forth, identital in form with adverbs. Thus one might expect:
- 'The rose smells nicely. (83)

The exponent of the qualifier is a rank-shifted adverbial group or a .rank-
-shifted.adverbial.phriset
- (#0,51) enough .. (84)

:Aie found) se a bell (85)

S-C learners tend to drop the first as because the S-C construction
- .zdrav Ica° dren ("as sound as a bell, as fit as a fiddle) (86)

contains Imo as the only formal link.

3, 2. The head of the adjective - leaded MG has the property of comparison:

thus it is similar with the hfed of the Adverbial group. The comparison of
the adverb-prepositions (irk out, etc.) is a possible source of ',royal
learners may be reluciant to use the comparative and superlatives of such

...

words.
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Mira Vlatkovid

$

ELEMENTS OF ASPECTIVES IN ENGLISH

The aspect of the verb is essentially a category of the Slavic verb syntax. K
is a rnorptioliwcal and semantic property oftthe verbal stem. As such It doss
not esiat in English. The category however, can be projected on three oertaia
vernal forms in English; first, it would be obvious in being forms, secondly,
some traces of lispectual meanings can be found in haveien forms. Thirdly,
simple forms of English verbs cannot be considered to show any aspecival
°,41tk.tion cry themselves and an thus be taken as aspectually unmarked.

Ii we can at .11, speax of the aspect in English - though most grammarians
,, - it Would be iii ',evils of an optimist syntactic feature inferred often in
sentence situai: x-. as opposed. to SerboCroettan category, which is obligatory

'\o t.I.e:v sinti :._. instance and as resealed in the morphology of most verbal
; .r"fih , .

t.. Serto-Croatian. *sin few exceptions. every verb earl be riaaeified as etcher
he.,...nong to the group r f periective Or entail or to me gr..p of =perfecto'.
:!.:11..ini, verbs. according to its form:

pasti pasta :.

`:olio : pr 4..1
lr :PelLne with the term'ispel i" in Engl_vr. gr!olinart ;;.ito+nrs oaten stress.
the _rt.et tht Its meanie)! should be itPt,....:.'il.-1 ,rcen ti-;- -.wept covered ty%
ti.e tern: $1.vi : Asnect. "hien :, u: :er..,. 4 .ere as c.fzer.ve the relation
,,i Dr& fec.L.,it% .ersus imRerfeetwit, ;or r..iatiPt, Vei, ma ha,:eother
rr..sants4r. ZoMettmeS inherent in toe girl. 1no .,%;inett.-ks a4Putred through
:.t e' l'itie),:i. '.'nese ...oiler rneanogs have of,,, -... ttk itAitI41, with the
,-;tion of aspect, we snould like to stress ,r ' s point hat anything beyond
,,:ileetilitry vs. imperfecttvit relationship " IVI. C Ort .:secs 1 as aspectuel
.r. irking. If tno tern 'cl.,init'' is eompzetec; b% th,. wort: ''op ', 4,t follows
to In' a petnctive form of tne verb ortnk, I, the Iva:, pal .. '.,* '' is. One

,iay he di ink i ./,' jiite, av well as, wale he ..vAs drink rig it up' which
t. our opinion is perfective in 'he first tic-t.a4 ii ,! itnnerfettive to the Se-
. ,nd :Ile read it trirough is equaliv grumma.tcal .,s tc oast It he was read-
me it through" anti tnerefore prepoottions or iethi cannot be treated
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su markers of perfectivity or non - perfectivity. It is only the epithetic strtic-
tare that can otter the distinction we ere talking

While in English the binary opposition in titte respect can be
aspectually marked vs. aspertually unmarked

the opposition and chows in Serbo-Croatian Is either nos - perfective ro et,
perfective.

It ie true Met a nurno4r .*.bq In SC do not of itself show tight one
ur the other eSpeet. yet those verb' are not considered nonmespeetual
aspectually neutral, but -ether they are bt -aspectual. which oily goes to

0 prove that the SC feeling for aspect to too strong to accept any non-aspectual
class of verb.

Something to the gem* effort can be said about the verb' (recent loan!) which
have tlortie into S-C from other languages and have no aspeetial morphology
built in meal., Contextual situation, however, is *Wept unambiguous enough
to prove that even +ouch verbs are always taken to function as either perfecti-
ve or imperfer.tivo.

Progressive forms in..Ffeel bib are usually caneidered as projecting the
"duration or unperfectn:eness" of the Slavic apiece:mil behaviour.

AL progressive forms with the only exception *Me future propellenw are
consistently rendered. by imperfective verbs in II-C. The case of the future
progressive can perhaps be relegated to the sphere of modality. as its "du-
ration" can in many instances be disputed.

The-diffleuity-fmthe-&-Ec-learrar-does- not arise from the patterns of belirg
forme, since. as we have enentioned,they are rather coreistest. The inter-
ierence will start appearess.in cases where** $-C language uses an ion-
perfective-tom for a nun - progressive form in English.

The ne+-ing forms in English are usually lessee emir the terms "progress
ewe', ''coetineousn, "non-babituil", "upended" and others. The term
"progreseive" is used throughout this paper.

Active: to playing
wee playing

will be playi.14-

has been playing

had been playing
will have been playing

Gtr
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Passive/ is being played has been Ming played
. ,

was hung played had been being played
will be being played . will have been being played

In the minds de flerbirCrostian learners of English progressive fortis are
econpuipively linked with the notion of the imperfective aspect. Ao long as
one single action is indicated no interference mistakes should bs expected.

The postman is corning (I can me him. )
Politer dolasi (Eno, vidint gs )

TM present progrssoive shows an action in progress at the time of speaking.

it tan also denote an action intended in the future:
Us is coming tomorrow. She is staying with us till Wednesday.

Liz doles& sutra. Ostaje kod naSda:irijede.

The tomes are parallel whether or net the intended future action to durative
or momentary.

4

In title commit& it to necessary td distinguieh botwsinagene-s1 Intention"
and "a fixed plan" 1 as the latter is more likely to be expressed by a 'MO,
present: *

Exams begin on the 7th of June:
WWI poeirgu 7. sm.

When and if habitual actions or repetitions are implied by bet -ing construe -
non. there are usually iin indicative of emotional colouring, such as °bail-
naC'y and poroeverance on the Dart of the raniset and_annovance_snd &sat.-

.provel on the part of the speaker. especially if adverbials;auch as ''for
ever" and "everlastingly" are tritiUded.

He /s always asking the same stupid question.
livtokiitiuedno to tato glupo pzilinr .

:tor. ot 1;:nited duration" seem to present a special difficua. for foreign
. ...ni..r:., once they have accepted the fact that bey' -ing forms are as a rule

:-. . s..ci Lit IntuatiOrt of repeated actions., where the character of these
= lesct tbed as either one of limited duration.

11... ../ w: icing another hook on underwater fishing .

Pile drugs knjigu o podvodnom ribolovu
oorsdn. repetition

.
he car' o alvrayr *.: 4+. Kirk)/ down

°vet kola se vrieno Ware

.

;

ti,
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where the repetItians do not occur at definiti times.

The past tense pi_ogressive to essentially the indicative or a trame.action

used in reporting past activities. It shows that WO action is in progress
when another cccure or is simultaneously in progress.

I was reading when he came in.
Cita° cam kad je uiaa....

Acjivttles described under the present tense heading should be included
here too.

They were stealing more'end more of his money?
Potkradali an p eve vile i vile.

..,- She was always gating in the way.
Vjedno je 'metal& (Vila na tutu).

One of the more ..tocutem mistakes of Yugo lav learners of English is the
wrong usage of the progressive pest In cases like:

titao earn nedalino mint povijest 119o-ih godina
Recently I was reading a history of the 179o' s

Lento je aavradao u to stern kudu
He was often calling at that old house

where na...e speakers of English would naturally use simple tenses in both
cases.

The interference is due to the fact that imperfective verbs In S-C stand not
sr:- far durative but also for iterative actions. Hence the progressive forms
w.111....by_analogybeuserllacases..such_as.quoted.abova.becastao thn uerha L

form in Ls is imperfective. .

The futute tense ptogressive generally shows the pattern of be+-ing forms
and stands for an action of duration In the future.

We'll probably be working in the garden at this time tomorrow.
Stars u ovo vrije'ne vjerojetno Tema raditi u vrtu.

This tense is becoming increasingly popular, parttculArly in spoken English
end has, almost become a rule in the second person sg. questions about future

activity.
Will you be corning to the party?

Hoists U dodi na zabavu?

In this case there Is no parallelism with the SC Imperfective verbs, since
the construction is used as a polite form of question and the meaning of
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durance is not necessarily presume. The occurrence may to a certain extent
be inuatrated by s dialectal usage of an imperfective past in SC; is li ti brat
dola:io? Ms, nikako nije dolasio.

The difficulty in mastering the progressive present perfect seems to belong
more to the general sphere of Irritable connected with all the English perfect
tenses, than to the progresetveeses of that particular tense. Like other
be+-ing forms it Otero duration without interruptions in most cassis which
in this tense are combined with the notion of the English perfect tenses, i.e.
including the time concept of "before now" and "after now". The action
expressed has started before now and is continuing until after now. The
rosin difference from the progressive present is hi that the latter lacks the
time relation "bef ore eowil.

Has Bobby had his lunch?
Well, he's been having it for two hours.

Je li Bobby rutao?
Pa, on rude vet dva Sam.

Once the ides of the perfect tenses has been hammered home. the conti-
nuingness by itself does not presenter) much trouble.

The case. of the progressive present perfect ie to some extent contrary to
the general ides of the perfect forms which should Indicate that the action
has ended by a given moment or period in the present, tee past or the
future. hi the hierarchy of forms be+-ling definitely prevails over have+-en,
so that the meaning of the form is stronger, and consequently higher in the
hierarchy than that of the latter. Thus the progressive present perfect shows
duration now and the have+-en part of the construction is used to indicate
the link between "before now.and.now".

In examining the terms "Durance" and "Perfective" in respect to aspectual
value, Barbara Strang says!The durative... draws attention, where neces-
sary, to the fact that en Action is thought of as having (having had or to have)
duration or contInuingness... The perfectly: adds a positive implication of
-helot's: a state resulting from having..., it indicates that the "action" is
thought of as having consequences in or being temporally contibuous with a
"now' or "there/past or future".
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Since in the case of the "Curative a parallel can be drawn with the SC im-
perfective verbal forms. it should not be surprising to find a one to one cor-
respondence between English bet-ing and the SC imperfective forms in the ma-
jority of cams.

The ancens.tic staisment concerning the meaning and function of the perfective
in English reveals that the Englieh notion of perfectivity differs from that in-
dicated by the SC perfective verbs. While in English the emphasis seems to
be on the termination of the action, in SC the stress is on momentariness or

non-duration of the action.1

The term Itself shook' not =Weed !is into drawing any parallelism* between
the two Pongusges. There are however clear cut cases where the English
present perfect is equivalent to certain perfective verbs in SC. When the
present perfect 'UM' for e just finished action:

. I've doe* it. einio sem to. Zavrtio OM.
He' a just gone (come). Upravo je otlilap (doilao).

When the slate of affairs is in Oen:ion rather than any time relation:
The children here eaten the calm.

One su poleis Poled.
When the perfectivity or the SC verb is determined by the lexical meaning
of the English verb:

Have you finished your homework.
Jena li =Amain sadadu.

When the present perfect steads instead of the future perfect in temporal
clauses: as an **math* for the simple) present:

Let me know as soon as he has finished.
Obavijestlis me dim work.

SC Imperfective forms are required when there le en adverb of freqt;e&Y
showing the repetition of the action:

He has often emphasised that....
eon° Jo' 'Mica° da ....

I have rarely met him in the square.
Riletko sem p susretao na trgu.

When the present perfect is used as a statement of an action taking place
at any time within a given period of time ut, till now, the choice of the
perfective or imperfective SC verbs will depend mainly on the lexical mean-
ing of the English verb, or the contextual. situation:
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So you have lived in Turkey, haven't you?
Dakie, vi ste tivjell u Tursicoj?

I haven' t exatnh%ed the remelts yet.

Nisam jai pregledao rezultate.
- I've written, but they haven' replied.

Pisan sam, all mi nits odgovorili.

In the last csse, the choice of the first verb as imperfective is due to a
feature of the verb "pimati-napisatir, through which the imperfective form
of the verb does not occur without as object.

It is the simple forms of English verbs that do not offer correspondences
and therefore are difficult in patterning in respect to perfective and imper-
fective SC verbs.

Those are the forms we would like to call aspectually unmarked, so that
contextual situations are the only axlications as to their respective sspectasl
value. The .lifficulties will arise already in tackling the present tense: not
is the cases expressing general truths as those will usual!) far the im-
perfective SC verb, which, as it has been pointed out, utanez both for du-

:.

ration, repetition and habit,
Lead sinks, Olovt tone.

but in the cases where actual pre/lent activities are report.-d:
There is a girl in the field. She is pieldrig flowers now she stops,
sits down... etc.
U polju je djevojeica. Sere cvijede, sad se zaustavija, ejeda...

Another example of the same type is offered by lb. rad., ashcan( er, report-
ing a game of soccer, a demonstration of a themica: or Ways4c,a1 experiment

or of cooking:
he passes the hall to Smith, Smith scoree...

on dodaje loptu Swithu, Smith =MA gol...

Another problem is the expression of repeated habitual actions since these
are always indicated by imperfective verbs. r.c C.)111%01011 arises from the
general usage of SC imperfective verbs since they fall into rec types, im-
perfective-durative and imperfective-iteratt... It is therefore natural fdr
the SC Learner to associate the bee -Ang forma a 1,th his feel'ng of the function
of his awn imperfective verbs since the latter .ovei Both tte durative and the
iterative functions in SC. Mistakes of the type
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Pm ping to school at 0 o' clock *vary morning
are tnerifore extrentets common in the beginning etaps.ot learning

Ir *At. past. almilar mistakes b!. anay.,gy will occur, particularly as sip' 1,
,t% to tirr.?.

Recently. t was raadtng a nistory of the a.

Newt/no saw. crso neKu povtiest 119p-in godina.
8 :lei.: < read w rah. be laturslly used by a native speaker of English.

VPsteik as .'.'king in the garden for two hours
Ja.,er sem tha radio u vrtu

tkiirre I 44:n.; I, 1r ( A A . % *LtiAt 17.,. the common form to a native speaker of English.

:rt .5*, culd 11*-..e t add that aapectual meanings are by no means
evhaJsted to eroal nidars. They appear in combinations of nominal and
verbal phriae 3 **Ahicii tul! pr?bably be discussed in a separate chapter.

NOTES

F It. Palmer. A Linguistic Study of the English Verb, Longman., London,
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